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XIV.?A List of the Tribes in the Valley of the Amazon, 
including those on the banks ofthe main stream, and of all 
its tributaries. By Clements R. Maekham. 

(Read Jan. 12, 1864). 

The vast numbers of distinct tribes scattered over the great 
Amazonian basin are probably the disintegrated remains of one, 
or at most two ancient nations ; if we exclude all foreign ele? 
ments, such as admixtures and intrusions of Carib tribes on the 
north, Andsean on the west, and Pampa or Patagonian on the 
south. Yet so great is the number of names by which these mul- 
titudinous tribes are known, that the mention of some of them is 

likely only to convey a very confused iclea to the mincl of the 

ethnologist, while the very names of many will be quite unknown 
to him. At the same time, the study of a people, in a state of 
nature, occupying so large an area of the habitable portion of 
the earth, is certainly of no small importance to the furtherance 
of his science. 

It has occurred to me that a tolerably complete list of all the 
tribes in the valley of the river Amazon, including all its tri? 
butaries, arranged in alphabetical order, and supplying as far as is 

possible information as to the locality where each is met with, 
and a few other particulars, together with the names of authors 

by whom each is mentioned, and the dates at which they wrote, 
would afford such efficient means of easy reference as would ob- 
viate much of the difficulty by which the study of these interest- 

ing tribes is now surrouncled. 
There are a few points, however, which require attention be? 

fore making use of the following alphabetical list. 
The general characteristics of the Indians of the Amazon, from 

which the particular tribes differ but slightly, are thus summed 

up by Mr. Wallace (p. 478) :? 
" Their skin is of a coppery or brown colour, of various shades, 

often nearly the tint of smooth Honcluras mahogany; jet-black 
straight hair, thick, and never curled; black eyes ; and very 
little or no beard. With regard to their features. it is impossible 
to give any general characteristics. In some, the whole face is 
wide and rather flattened, but I never could cliscern an unusual 

obliquity of the eyes, or projection of the cheek bones ; in many, 
of both sexes, the most perfect regularity of features exists, and 
there are numbers who in colour alone differ from a good-looking 
European. Their figures are generally superb ; and I have never 
felt so much pleasure in gazing at the finest statue, as at these 

living illustrations of the beauty of the human form. The deve? 

lopment of the chest is such as I believe never exists in the best 
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formed European, exhibiting a splendid series of convex undula- 
tions without a hollow in any part of it." 

Nearly all travellers, from the days of Orellana to those of 
Bates, have spoken in high terms of these noble savages of the 
Amazon valley. The Omaguas, whose name was coupled with 
El Dorado from the earliest times, receive praise, both as regards 
their physical and mental qualities, from Acuna, Velasco, Conda- 
mine, Smyth, Maw, Martius, in short, from every traveller who 
has come in contact with them. The same may be saicl of several 
other tribes; while their capacity for civilisation up to a certain 
point, w^hen placed under favourable circumstances, is proved by 
the present satisfactory state of the Moxos ancl Ghiquitos Indians. 
Of course, great differences exist in so vast a number of tribes. 
Some, in the struggle for existence with their neighbours, have 
been victorious, have remained powerful, and with conscious 
strength have acquired that proucl and independent feeling which 
forms the noblest phase of savage life, and gives rise to all the 
highest qualities of man in a state of nature. Others, crushed 
ancl scattered, have fled into the clepths of the forests, and sunk 
into a state of debasement little better than the condition of the 
beasts which surround them. These phenomena are inevitable, 
and arise naturally from that utter disintegration and breaking 
up of the original nations of the Amazon, which will in all proba- 
bility terminate in their final extirpation. The process of disin? 
tegration must have been going on for many centuries, its original 
cause is buried in mystery, but its effects are melancholy in the 
extreme. " A whole race of men," says Martius, 

" is wasting 
away before the eyes of the world; and no power of philosophy 
or Christianity can arrest its proudly gloomy progress towards a 
certain and utter destruction. The present and future condition 
of this race of men is a monstrous and tragical drama, such as no 
fiction of the poet ever yet presented to our contemplation." 
There is, indeed, something awful in these sad reflections. Even 
within the period of authentic history, the Amazonian tribes 
have made wide strides towards their cloom. The accounts of 
great villages and populous countries in the Amazon valley, given 
by George of Spires, Philip von Huten, and other searchers after 
El Dorado, cannot have been entirely fictitious. Alas ! where are 
those flourishing communities now ? 

The evidence of language is in favour of the theory that these 
tribes, now like the sands on the sea shore for number, originally 
sprang from two, or at most three, parent stocks. It would be 
impossible to enter on the question of language within the limits 
of the present list; but I may mention that dialects of the Tupi 
language extend from the roots of the Andes to the Atlantic, and 
southward into Paraguay; that Dr. Latham has been enabled to 
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group severai languages together by similarities in their pro- 
nominal prefixes; and that the differences in the roots, between 
the numerous Amazonian languages, are not so great as is gene? 
rally supposed. The inquirer into this part of the subject will 
find by far the best guide to further information in Mr. Triibner's 
very useful Bibliotheca Glottica. 

In using the following list, the most essential point to bear in 
mincl is the date when the authority wrote who mentions any 
particular tribe; for many of the names may since have disap? 
peared, either from their having been changed, or from the tribe 

having merged into some larger parent tribe, or from its having 
entirely disappeared and become extinct. It is, therefore, abso- 

lutely necessary that the following authorities referred to in the 
list, ancl especially the dates when they wrote, should receive 
attention. 

Garcilasso de la Vega. Gommentarios Reales - - 1609-16 
Herrera, Antonio de. Hist. Gen. de las Indias - - 1601-15 
Orellana. The quoted pages refer to the passages from 

Herrera, translated by Clements R. Markham for the 
Hakluyt Scoiety (1859) ----- 1539 

Simon, Fray Pedro. Noticias HUtoriales, vi - - 1627 
AcuiiA. Nuevo descruhrimiento del Rio de las Amazonas. The 

quotations refer to the pages ofthe translation by Clements 
R. Markham, printed for the Hakluyt Society (1859) - 1639 

Rodriquez, Manuel. " Amazonas y Maranon" - ? 1684 
Fritz's Map, published at Quito - 1707 
Stochlein. Reise Beschreibungen - - - - 1726 
Lozano. Description etc. del Gran Chacu - 1733 
Condamine. Journal du Voyage a VEqnatenr - - - 1751 
Ribeiro. (From Southey's Brazil, vol. iii) - - - 1704 
Dobrizhoffer. History of the Abipones (translated 1822) - 1784 
Velasco. Historia del Reino de Quito - 1789 
Mercurio Peruano ------ 1791-95 
Oirbal, Fray Narciso. Viaje (Manuscript now in possession of 

Clements R. Markham) ----- 1795 
Vireyes del Peru, Memorias. Relation de Gobierno del Sen. Virey 

Fray Don Francisco Gd Taboada y Lemos, vi, p 129, etc. 1796 
Hervas. Catalogo de las lenguas de las naciones conocidas, etc. - 1800 
Spix und Martius. Reise ----- 1820 
Martius. Von dem Rechtszustande unter den Ureinwohnern 

Brasiliens ------ - 1832 
Maw. Voyage down the Huallaga and Amazon - 1827 
Poeppig. Reise in Peru und auf dem Amazonenstrome - - 1827-32 
Smyth. Journal from Lima to Para - - - - 1832 
Miller, General. Journeys in R. G. S. Journal - - 1835 
D'Orbigny. L'Homme Americain - 1839 
Pimentel. Bosquejo del estado de Caravaya - 1846 
Castelnatj. Expedition sous la direction de (1850) - - 1847 
Edwards. A Voyage up the River Amazon - 1847 
Von Tschudi. Travels in Peru ----- 1847 
Bustamante. Lijera description de Caravaya - - - 1850 
Dalence. Bosquejo estadistico de Bolivia - - - 1851 
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Herndon. Valley of the Amazon - 1852 
Gibbon. Valley of the Amazon ... 1852 
Serafim. Report of an expedition up the Purus. (Translated 

bySpruce) - - - - - 1852 
Yturburu. Descripcion del Canton Quijos - - - 1853 
Tirado. MS. Notes on the Navigation of the Amazon - - 1853 
Penna. Presidente Herculano. Falia dirigida a Assamblea do 

Amazonas ------ 1853 
Wallace, Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro - - 1853 
-? On the Rio Negro, R. G. S. Journal - 1853 
Weddell. Voyage dans le nord de Bolivie - - - 1855 
Markham, Clements R. Sources of the Purus, R. G. 8. Journal ?? 1854 
-Cuzco and Lima - 1855 
Jameson. Journey to the Napo, R. G. S. Journal - - 1857 
Villavicencto. Geografia del Ecuador - 1858 
Raimondy. Apuntes sobre la provincia de Loreto - - 1862 
Paz Soldan. Geografia del Peru - 1862 
Bates. The Naturalist on the Amazon - 1863 
Chandless. Notes on the Tapajoz, R. G. S. Journal - - 1863 
Spruce. Manuscript Notes ----- 1863 
COMMBKWO DE LlMA ) ̂  ^ nempapers Heraldo de Lima ) r r 
Baena. Ensayo Corograflco sobre 6 Pard 

Velasco has given the fullest list of Indians of the Maranon 
missions; and he has divided the period during which the wild 
tribes were preached to by the Jesuits and Eranciscans, into three 

missionary epochs : namely, 
1st. From 1638 to 1683. 
2nd. Erom 1683 to 1727. 
3rd. Erom 1727 to 1768. 

This includes a period of one hundred and thirty years ; and I 
have thought it of importance to notice during which of these 

epochs any tribe, mentioned by Velasco, was preached to by the 
missionaries, as the names of many of them have now disappeared. 
Many of the larger tribes, extending their wanderings over vast 
tracts of country, are split up into numerous branches with dis? 
tinct names. I have inserted all these branches into the list, with 
a reference to their parent tribes. 

It is also necessary to bear in mind that the names by which 

many tribes are known to their neighbours have been given from 
without. Mr. Spruce, to illustrate this, remarks that a young 
colony calls itself after its chief, but its neighbours soon give it 
another name, which the colony itself finally adopts. Thus the 
tribes of the Uaupes river have received their names from their 

Tupi neighbours: we have the Tucanos (Toucan Indians), so 
called from their long Roman noses, suggesting a toucan's beak; 
the Piras (Fish Indians), etc. So also the Omaguas or Cambebas 

(flat heads). 
The best illustration that occurs to me, of the way in which 

the names of tribes originate, is given by that most companiona- 
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ble of old writers, Cieza de Leon. He says that when he accom- 
panied the first conquerors into the valley of Cauca in New Gra- 
nada, they named some Indians Anzermas, because their country 
abounded in salt, which in their language was called anzer ; and 
that the Gorrones received their name because they came into the 

camp with baskets of fish, crying gorron ! gorron ! which is 
their word for fish. 

I have endeavoured to make the present list as complete as the 
materials within my reach would admit of, but it is probable that 
there are still many tribes as yet undescribed and unknown. The 

geographer, as well as the ethnologist, has yet much to learn in 
the Amazonian valley. The head waters of the great river Purus, 
and the courses of its tributaries, are almost entirely unknown, 
and the upper parts of the Japura and Putumayu have scarcely 
been explored since the Spanish conquistadores went in quest of 
El Dorado. There is much still to be done, but meanwhile I 
trust that the following list of tribes will prove of service, as a 

ready means of reference. 
Aanas. A tribe on the river Paclauai. Same as the Ananas. 
Ababas. A tribe in the woods of the two upper branches of 

the Corumbiara. Martius. 
Abacaxis. A tribe on the river of the same name. 
Abanas. A tribe on the river Japura. 
Abactis. A tribe of the river Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 
Abijieas, Avigieas, Auxieas, oe Abieas. A tribe of the ri? 

vers Napo and Maranon; marked on Fritz's map (1707) near the 
banks of the Napo. They were preachecl to between 1638 ancl 
1683, and they murdered Father Pedro Suarez in 1667. They 
wanderecl in the forests to the south of the Encabellados (which 
see). At the present day they are met with on the south side of 
the Napo near its mouth, and have the same language and cus? 
toms as the Iquitos (which see). They live by fishing and the 
chace. M. Rodriguez ; Velasco ; Acuna, p. 94 ; Fritz's map ; 
Villavicencio, p. 173. 

Abipones oe Callagaes. A large tribe of the " Gran Chacu," 
on the banks of the Paraguay, Bermejo, and Rio Grande (the 
latter being a tributary of the Mamore). I have therefore in- 
cluded these Indians, and severai other tribes of the Chacu, in the 
list of Inclian tribes of the Amazonian valley. 

The Abipones have no fixed abodes, nor any boundaries; they 
roam extensively in every direction. In the seventeenth century 
their homes were on the northern shore of the river Bermejo, but 

they removed to avoid the war carried on by the Spaniards of 
Salta against the Indians of the Chacu, and settled in valleys fur? 
ther to the south. At the beginning of this century their wan- 

derings extended from the Bermejo to the Paraguay, whence they 
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made frequent desolating incursions into the country settled by 
the Spaniards. They are well formed, and have handsome fea? 
tures, black eyes, and aquiline noses. In symmetry of shape they 
yield to no other nation in America. They have thick raven 
black hair, and no beards. As soon as they wake in the morning, 
the Abiponian women, sitting on the ground, dress, twist, and tie 
their husband's hair. They pluck out their hair from the fore? 
head to the crown of the head, accounting this baldness as a reii? 
gious mark of their nation. The women have their faces, breasts, 
and arms covered with black figures of various shapes, thorns 
being used as pencils, and ashes mixed with blood for paint. The 
men pierce their lips and ears. 

The Abipones are taught to swim before they can walk, and no 
little child is without his bow and arrow. They live on game, 
generally roasted. In Dobrizhoffer's time they did not number 
more than 5,000 people, having been thinned by intestine feuds, 
small-pox, and the cruelty of mothers towards their offspring. 
They are subdivided into hordes, each ruled by a chief called 
" 

Nelareyrat;" but these chiefs have little authority except in 
time of war. Dobrizhoffer devotes two chapters to a very inter? 
esting account of the language of the Abipones. 

Their chief weapons are the bow and spear, the latter of great 
length, which they fix at the thresholds of their huts. Their bow- 
strings are made of the entrails of foxes, and their quivers of 
rushes, adorned with woollen threads of various colours. Their 
arrows are made of wood, and sometimes of bone. In battle they 
use a kind of armour made of the hide of a tapir, over which a 
jaguar skin is sewn. Their victories are celebrated by songs, 
dances, and drinking parties. In 1641 they first became pos? 
sessed of horses, and were soon very dexterous in the management 
of them. The Jesuits established some mission villages amongst 
these Indians. 

The Abipones are excellent swimmers, of tall stature, and they 
paint their faces and bodies, and hang rings on their lower lips. 
For hve months in the year, when the floods are out, they live on 
islands, or even in trees. When a mother is brought to bed with 
a child, the father also takes to his bed for some days. They do 
not bring up more than two children in a family, the others being 
killed to save trouble. Dobrizhoffer's Abipones. Lozano, p. 90. 

Abiras (see Abigiras). 
Acamoris. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Acaneos. A branch of the Aguaricos (which see). 
Acarapis. A tribe on the river Parima. Penna. 
Achoarys or Achouaris. A tribe of the rivers Teffe and 

Jurua, formerly at Ega, and in the islands of the Solimoens. 
Ribeiro ; Martius. 

L 
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Achtjales. A branch of the Jeveros (which see); so called 
from their food being the fruit of the Achual palm (Mauritia 
vinifera), met with on the Pastaza, above the confluence of the 
Bobonaza. Villavicencio ; Spruce's Notes. 

Adorias. A tribe ofthe river Japura. Penna. 
Aethonias. A tribe mentioned by Martius (?) 
Agapicas. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Villavicencio. 
Agaraius. A tribe ofthe Rio Branco. Penna. 
Agoyas. A tribe of the " Gran Chacu." Lozano. 
Agtjanas. A tribe of the Huallaga and Marafion. The men 

have beards, and are very fierce; the women have fair hair like 
Flemings. M. Rodriguez. 

Agtjanacos. A branch of the Chepeos (which see). M. 

Rodriguez ; Velasco. 
Agtjaricos. A tribe on the river of the same name, a tribu- 

tary of the Napo. Velasco. 
Agtjaetjnas. A tribe on the Marafion, nefar the Pongo de 

Manseriche, said to be a branch of the Jeveros (which see). In 
1859 they were met with by the Peruvian Bishop of Chachapoyas, 
and they are now friendly. Raimondy, p. 115; 

" Heraldo de 
Lima." 

Aguas (same as Omaguas). 
Aguayeas. A tribe of the Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 110. 
Agtjilotes. A tribe of the " Gran Chacu." Lozano. 
Aicoees. A branch of the Iquitos (which see). Velasco. 
Aisuaeis. A tribe of the Marafion, 1683-1727. Velasco. 
Ajuanas or Chamicueas. A tribe of the Pampa del Sacra- 

mento, living one day's journey east of Laguna, in a large village 
called Chamicura. Smyth, p. 204. 

Alabonos. A branch of the Yameos (which see). Velasco. 
Alaetjas. A tribe of the Japura and Solimoens. Martius. 
Amajuacas. A tribe of the Ucayali, next to the Remos 

(which see), and extending as far as the Vuelta del Diablo. They 
have been repeatedly converted to Christianity, but have more 
than once murdered their priests, and returned to their barbarous 
state. From their apparently quiet and docile manner, the 
missionaries conceivecl great hopes of them, but they found 
themselves most cruelly deceived. They are short and have 
beards. They are hunters, and live in the interior, seldom coming 
down to the river. Smyth, p. 232; Herndon, p. 199; Raimondy, 
p. 118. 

Amamatys. A tribe between the Purus and Madeira. Martius. 
Amanys, see Uamanis. A tribe of the Solimoens. Martius. 
Amaonas. A branch of the Yameos (which see). Velasco. 
Amaribas. A tribe on the Rio Branco. Penna. 
Amazons. A tribe of female warriors. Orellana, p. 34; 

Acuna, p. 122. 
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Ambuas. A tribe on the river Japura. Penna. 
Amicuanos. A tribe at the sources of the river Anauirapucu. 

Martius. 
Ammanius. A tribe on the river Mojii, near the mouth of the 

Tocantins. Martius. 
Amulalaes. A tribe ofthe "Gran Chacu." Lozano, p. 51. 
Anajas or Anajazes. A tribe of the island of Marajo. 

Martius. 
Anamaris. A tribe of the river Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 
Ananais or Ananas. A small tribe on the Rio Branco and 

Rio Negro. Martius; Wallace. 
Anaxiases. A tribe ofthe Pacaxa river. Acuna, p. 130. 
Ancuteres. A branch of the Encabellados (which see). 

Velasco. 
Andiras (Bat Indians). A tribe between the upper waters of 

the Madeira and Tapajos. Martius. 
AtfDOAS. A tribe of the Maranon (see Muratos). They were 

preached to from 1683 to 1727, They are placed on Fritz's map 
(1707) in the forests between the rivers Pastaza and Tigre. Ac? 
cording to Villavicencio they are a branch of the Zaparos (which 
see). There is a small village called Andoas, on the Pastaza, 
where the remnants are collected together, about thirty families. 
Velasco ; Fritzs Map ; Villavicencio ; Spruce3s Notes. 

Andoquies. A tribe of Mocoa, between the rivers Caqueta 
and Putumayu. Hervas. 

Anduras. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. The 
Anduras or Andiras (Bat Indians) are met with between the 
upper waters of the Madeira and Tapajos. Martius. 

Aneaquis. A tribe on the river Aniba. Penna. 
Anguteras. A tribe on the east bank of the Napo, below the 

junction of the Aguarico ; a branch of the Putumayus, according 
to Villavicencio ; they cultivate the ground. Villavicencio. 

Anianas. A tribe on the river Apaporis. Penna. 
Anibas, see Uanibas. 
Anicores. A tribe of the Rio Negro, now extinct, or nearly 

so. Martius. A tribe of the river Madeira Penna. 
Anjenguacas. A branch of the Gampas (which see). Velasco. 
Antis. A great and powerful tribe in the forests east of 

Cuzco, especially in and near the valleys of Santa Ana and Laris. 
They are mentioned in the Quichua drama of "Ollantay"; and the 
eastern division of the empire of the Incas was called, after them, 
Antisuyu. G. de la Vega, lib. ii, cap. ii. 

They are the same as the Gampas (which see). They are re- 
nowned for their ferocity, and are said to be cannibals. They 
wear a long robe, secured round the waist, with a hole for the 
head, and two others for the arms. Their long hair hangs down 

L2 
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over their shoulders, and the beak of the toucan or a bunch of 
feathers is suspended as an ornament round their necks. Their 
arms consist of clubs, bows and arrows. The Antis or Campas 
are identical with, or closely allied to the Chunchos (which see). 
They wander in the forests about the head waters of the Ucayali 
and its tributaries. Gastelnau, iv, p. 290-1. 

The Antis have good features and pleasant countenances. 
They live in huts, and wear a cotton robe reaching to the heels. 
They occupy the banks of the Ucayali down to forty leagues be? 
low Santa Ana. General Miller, R. G. S. Journal, vi; Rai- 
mondy, p. 117. 

Antipas. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Raimondy, 
p. 115. 

Antives. A branch of the Putumayus (which see). Velasco. 
Aoaquis. A tribe of the river Cauame. Penna. 
Aomaguas. Same as Omaguas (which see). Orellana, p. 27. 
Apamas. A tribe on the rivers Paru and Ginipapo. Martius. 
Apantos. The second tribe from the mouth of the river 

Cunuris, the head waters of which were said to be occupied by the 
Amazons. Acuna, p. 122; Martius. According to Hervas the 
Apantos are a branch of the great Tupi tribe. Hervas, i, p. 149. 

Apaeia. An Indian chief in whose territory Orellana built 
his brigantine. The Spaniards left the village of Aparia on the 
4th of April, and reached the mouth of the Putumayu on the 12th 
of May, going down stream. Aparia was possibly the name of 
a tribe, but I have not met with it elsewhere. Orellana, p. 27. 

Apenaeis. A tribe of the river Jutay. Martius. Penna. 
Apeeas. A tribe of the Amazons, below the mouth of the 

Madeira. Acuna, p 117. 
Apiacas. A tribe of the " Gran Chacu." Lozano. 
Apiacaees. A small tribe of the Tapajos, higher up than the 

Mundrucus (which see). They go quite naked, and wear the 
hair short. Chandless. 

Apinages. Same as Ges (which see). 
Aponaeias. A tribe on the Rio Negro, now nearly if not 

quite extinct. Martius. A tribe of the Madeira. Penna. 
Apotos. A tribe on the river Nhamunda. Penna. 
Aptjrinas. A cannibal tribe on the upper part of the river 

Puriis. Serafim says they are constantly attacking the Cocoma 
Indians settled there. Serafim's Report. 

Aeaboyaees. A branch of the Tupis (which see). Hervas, 
i, p. 149. 

AEACAJtJS. A tribe on the Urubucuara, in the neighbourhood 
of Almeirim and Montalegre. Martius. 

Aeaguanaynas. (See Carabayanas). 
Aeapassos. A tribe of the Rio Negro. Wallace. 
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Araquizes. A tribe on the Rio Negro, who were among the 
first settlers at the Portuguese town of Barra. Spruce's Notes. 

Araras. A very fierce tribe on the lower Madeira, and be? 
tween that river and the Tapajos, with no settled habitations. 
They do not plant mandioca, and engage in deadly wars with the 
Mundrucus (which see). Martius. 

Arauas. A tribe on the river Jurua. Bates. 
Arauicas. A tribe on the Jurua (same as Arauas?) Martius. 
Arayes. A tribe on the southern tributaries of the Araguay. 

Martius. 
Araycus. (See Uaraycus. 
Arazas. A branch ofthe Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Ardas. A branch of the Yameos (which see), between the 

rivers Napo and Nanay. Velasco ; Villavicencio. 
Arekainas. A tribe on the Rio Negro, and on the upper 

waters of some of its tributaries. They make war against other 
tribes, to obtain prisoners for food. In their reiigious ideas they 
resemble the Uaupe's (which see). Wallace, p. 508. 

Aricorones. A tribe of the San Simao, a tributary of the 
Itenez. Martius. 

Aricunanes. A tribe of the river Madeira. Penna. 
Ariquenas. According to Von Spix a tribe of the Putumayu; 

probably the same as the Arekainas. Also on the Madeira. 

Spix und Martius, iii, p. 1136 ; Penna. 
A rmabutos. A tribe now extinct, or nearly so, at the sources 

of the Anauirapucti. Martius. 
Aroes. See Arayes. 
Aroas. A branch of the great Tupi tribe, at the mouth of the 

Para. Hervas, i, p. 149. 
Aroaqtjis or Arubaquis. Marked on Fritz's Map (1707) near 

the north side of the Amazons, and below the mouth of the Rio 

Negro; called also by the Portuguese Orelhudos or "long ears." 
Fritz's Map. Between the Rio Negro and Nhamunda. Martius. 

Araparecas. A branch of the Chiqnitos (which see). Hervas. 
Arunas. A tribe on the Jurua. Penna. 
Assai Tapuujas. See Juris and TJainumas. 
Ataguates. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 

1638 and 1683. M. Rodriguez ; Velasco. 
Atuais. A tribe on the Putumayu. Acuna, p. 99. 
Aturiaris. A tribe on the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Aunares. A branch of the Ugiaras (which see). Velasco. 
Auxiras. See Abigiras. 
Avanateos. A tribe marked on Fritz's Map (1707) between 

the rivers Ucayali and Yavari. 
Avijiras. See Abigiras. 
Ayacares. A branch of the Iquitos (which see), Velasco. 
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Baccahazes. A tribe near the sources of the Juruena. 
Martius. 

Baccahieys. A tribe with very white skins, near the sources 
of the river Xingu. Martius. 

Bacueis. A tribe of the river Arinos. Martius. 
Baeunas. A tribe on the Rio Negro, now extinct, or nearly 

so. Martius. 
Baibucuas. A tribe ofthe river Jurua. Penna. 
Baniwas. A tribe of the river Isanna, of the same family as 

the Barr6s (which see). Spruce. Wallace, p. 529. 
Baebudos. See Mayorunas. 
Baeees. An important tribe on the upper part of the Rio 

Negro, the Cassiquiari, and the head waters of the Pacimoni and 
Maraina\ The word Barre1 means "Comrade," but the name 

appears to be modern. Spruce gives eight branches of the Barre 
tribe, as follows:? 

Barres Cunipusanas Masacas 
Mandauacas Paciinonaris Tarianas 
Guariquenas Yabahanas 

The Barres are said to be absorbing the kindred nations, and 
since the beginning of the present century their language has be? 
come, without any aid of missionaries, the "Lengua General" of 
the Indians on the Orinoco above the cataract, on the Cassiquiari, 
on the Rio Negro, and on many of the tributaries of these rivers. 
The reason for this appears to be found in the character of the 
Barre Indian himself, who is more active, more amorous, more 

uproarious, and more pugnacious than any of his neighbours. 
The head-quarters of the Barres is now at San Carlos del Rio 

Negro, and people of that nation are scattered over the whole 
Cassiquiarian region, even to Maypures on the Orinoco. Spruce 
has made a vocabulary of the Barre language, which he says is 

really melodious. Humboldt does not appear to have heard of 
the Barres. Spruce's Notes. 

Bauhunas. A tribe of the Uaupes. Wallace. 
Bauees. A tribe of Moxos Indians near the river Itenez. They 

murdered Father Baraza in 1702. Hervas. Baraza (" Reise 
Besch reib ungen.") 

Baxiuaras. A tribe of the river Jurua. Penna. 
Bazoeocas. A branch of the Ghiquitos (which see) Hervas. 
Becabas. A tribe on the Napo, a branch of the Aquaricos 

(which see). Acuna, p. 94. Velasco. 
Betocueos. A branch of the P apaguas (which see). Velasco. 
Bilelas. See Velelas. 
Blancos. A branch of the Iquitos (which see). Velasco. 
Boanaris. A tribe of the Uaupes. Penna. 
Bocas. A tribe on the river Pacaxa (see Cambocas). Acuna, 

p. 130. 
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Bolepas. A branch of the Moxos Indians (which see). Hervas. 

-o 
' 

J- Branches of the Chiqnitos (which see). Hervas. 

Borores. A tribe hostile to the Portuguese, near the sources 
of the Araguay. Martius. 

Botocudos. A Brazilian tribe on the Tocantins. Hervas. 
Buges. A tribe on the river Jutay. Martius. 
Burais. A tribe on the Amazon, below the mouth of the 

Madeira. Acuiia, p. 117. 
Bus. A tribe on the south side of the river Para. Martius. 
Busquipanes. See Capanahuas. 
Cabaros, A tribe on the river Tocantins. Hervas. 
Cabinas. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Cabixis-u-ajururis. A tribe on the sources of the Jamary. 

Martius. 
Caburicenas. A tribe of the Caburi. Penna. 
Caca Tapuujas. A tribe on the river 19a. Martius. 
Cacao Tapuujas. See Juris. 
Cachicuaras. A tribe on the south side of the Amazons, evi? 

dently the same as the Cuchiguaras. Acuna, p. 55. 
Caguaraus. A tribe ofthe Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Cahuaches. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Velasco. 
Cahuamares. Same as the Cahuaches. 
Cahuayapitis. A tribe of the Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 110. 
Caiptorades. A branch of the Chiqnitos (which see). Hervas. 
Caishanas. A tribe in the forests near the Tonantins, a 

branch of the Shumanas. They only number about four hundred 
souls, and are very debased. Bates, ii, p. 373. 

Callagaes. See Abipones. 
Callisecas. Same as Cashibos (which see). 
Camarares. A tribe wandering between the rivers Jamary 

and Camarares. Martius. 
Camavos. A tribe ofthe Maranon, preached to between 1683 

and 1727. Velasco. 
Cambebas. Portuguese name for Omaguas (which see). 
Cambocas. A branch of the great Tupi tribe, in the extensive 

bay east of the mouth of the Tocantins. Martius. 
Campas. See Antis. They are said by Velasco to be de- 

scended from Inca Indians. They are marked on Fritz's map 
(1707) near the head waters of the TJcayali. Fritz's map. Velasco, 

Campevas. Same as Cambebas. 
Camuchiros. A tribe met with in the end of the last century, 

at the mouth of the Napo. They are docile and humane, but 

very serious and circumspect. Mem. de los Vireyes, vi, p. 144. 
Canacures. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Canamarys. A tribe of the rivers Jurua and Purus. Serafim 
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says that they are cannibals on the upper part of the Purus, and 
that they are constantly attacking the villages of Cocoma Indians 
there. Spix und Martius, iii, p. 1183. Bates, ii, p. 379. 
Serafim's Report. 

Canisianas. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Canizuaeis. A tribe of the Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 110. 
Capanahuas. A tribe on the Ucayali between the Sencis and 

the Mayorunas, with whom they are always at war. They go 
quite naked, and are said to be a bold race; but they have no 
canoes, and are not numerous, consequently not much feared. Dr. 
Girbal made two unsuccessful expeditions from Sarayacu, in 
search of them, in the early part of 1793. They eat their dead, 
like the Cocomas (which see); and their houses are very large; 
many families living together. They are marked on Fritz's map 
(1707) between the rivers Ucayali and Yavari. Fritz's map, 
Mercurio Peruano, No. 381. Mem. de los Vireyes, vi, p. 135. 

Smyth, p. 225. 
Capuenas. A tribe of the Ixie. Penna. 
Caeabuyanas. A tribe of the Amazons, below the mouth of 

the Basururu, a branch of the Japura. They were divided into 
the following branches, in Acuna's time :? 

Caraguanas Quererus Quinarupianas Yaribarus 
Pocoanas Cotocarianas Tuinamaynas Yarucaguacas 
Vrayaris Moacaranas Araguanaynas Cumaruruayanas 
Masucaruanas Qrorupianas Mariguyanas Curuanaris 

They used bows and arrows, and had iron tools obtained from 
other tribes who communicated with the Dutch in Guiana. 
Acuna, p. 108. 

Caeaguanas. See Carabuyanas. 
Caeangas. A branch of the Ghunchos (which see), in the 

forests of Caravaya. Pimentel. Paul Marcoy. 
Caeapaches. See Gashibos. 
Caeapanas. A tribe of the Rio Negro, and a branch of the 

larger tribe of Uaupes (which see). Acuna, p. 110. 
Caeayas. A tribe on the west side of the Araguay river. 

Martius. 
Caecanas. A race of dwarfs on the river Jurua (see Gauanas). 

Gastelnau. 
Caeiguanas. A tribe near the sources of the Trombetas, 

possibly the same as the Caraguanas of Acuna (which see). 
Martius. 

Caeipujstas. A tribe on the Madeira, near the falls. They 
swell themselves out by eating earth, but are otherwise strong and 

healthy. The men wear beads of hard wood round their necks, 
and bands tight round the arms and ankles. They are not nume? 
rous. (See the account of them given by Acuna.) According to 
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Spix, they are met with on the river Jurua. A chief, named 
Caripuna, is mentioned by Orellana, near the mouth of the 
Amazons. 

They are marked on Fritz's map (1707) near the Rio Branco. 
Martius mentions them as a branch of the great tribe of Mauhe's 
(which see), and as wandering near the sources of the Rio Negro, 
Trombetas, and Essequibo. He says that this and the prececting 
tribe are of Carib descent. Orellana, p. 36. Acuna, p. 107. 
Spix, iii, p. 1183. Martius. 

Caruanas. See Jumanas. Fritz's map. Gibbon, p. 295. 
Martius. 

Cashibos or Callisecas or Carapaches. A tribe on the west 
side of the TJcayali, as far as the head waters of the rivers Pisqui 
and Aguatya. In 1651 Father Cavallero residecl some time in 
their country, but the priests left there by him were murdered. 
In 1661 the Cashibos drove Father Tineo away, and in 1704 they 
killed and ate Father Geronimo de los Rios. In 1744 they joined 
the famous Juan Santos, and destroyed all the missions of the Cerro 
de la Sal, near Tarma in Peru. At present no one dare venture 
among them, and they live scattered about in the forests like wild 
beasts. The majority of them live on the Pachitea, which they 
navigate on rafts. They are said to be cannibals. The men have 
beards, and wear long frocks. The women go naked till they are 
married, after which time they wear a waist cloth. The men are 
very dexterous in hunting. When one of them is pursuing the 
chase in the woods, and hears another hunter imitating the cry of 
an animal, he immediately makes the same cry to entice him nearer, 
and, if he is of another tribe, kills him if he can, and eats him. 
They are in a state of hostility with all their neighbours. They 
have large houses, and live in the interior during the rainy season; 
but in the dry time they resort to the banks of the rivers. Their 
weapons are clubs, lances, bows and arrows. A Viceroy of Peru, 
in 1796, reported to his government that the Cashibos were as 
white as Germans, with long beards, that they went quite naked, 
and that the missionary Girbal was astonished at the beauty of 
their women. The word Gashibo means a "bat," according to 
Girbal; and that missionary doubts their cannibalism. 

Raimondy also doubts their being cannibals, and thinks that 
if they eat their old people, it is more from reiigious superstition 
than from cruelty. Father Calvo has visited these Cashibos of 
the Pachitea several times since 1857. MS. narrative of a 
voyage of Father Girbal, penes C.R.M.; Mem. de los Vireyes, 
vi, p. 136 ; Smyth; Herndon; Raimondy, p. 120. 

Cataquinas. A tribe of the Jurua (see Catuquinas). 
Martius. 

Catauixis. A tribe on the river Purus, sixteen to thirty days' 
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voyage up. They have houses, sleep in hammocks, and cultivate 
mandioc. They go naked, wearing rings of twisted hair on their 
arms and legs. They use the blowing cane and poisoned arrows. 
Their canoes are made of the bark of a tree. They use the powder 
of theroasted seeds of Acacia Niopo asa stimulant and narcotic. 

They eat forest game, tapirs, monkeys, and birds; and they are 
cannibals, eating Indians of other tribes. They are numerous 
and warlike. Acuiia calls them Quatausis. They are also met 
with on the upper Teffe, between the Purus and the Jurua. 
Martius ; Acuna, p. 107 ; Wallace, p. 515 ; Bates, ii, p. 
226-379; Spruce. 

Catatjuixis. A tribe of the river Jurua, according to Von 
Spix, evidently the same as the Gatauxis (which see). Spix und 
Martius, iii, p. 1183. 

Catuquinas. (See Cataquinas.) A tribe of the river Jurua. 

They use the blow pipe and poisoned arrows, as well as bows and 
arrows; and they live on snakes, fish, and monkeys. Spix und 
Martius, iii, p. 1184; Bates, ii, p. 241 and p. 379. 

Cauanas. A race of dwarfs on the river Jurua, only four or 
five spans high. One of them was seen by Von Spix at Para (see 
Carcanas). Spix, iii, p. 1183; Penna. 

Cauaxis. A tribe of the rivers Jurua and Jutoy. Penna. 
Cauiaris. A tribe ofthe Japura. Penna. 
Caupezes. A tribe in the Brazilian province of Matto Grosso. 

Martius. 
Cautarias. A tribe on a river of the same name, a tributary 

of the Itenez. Martius. 
Cauxanas. A tribe between the 19a and Japura, who are 

said to kill all their first-born children. They eat alligators. 
Spix und Martius, iii, p. 1185 ; Wallace, p. 511. 

Cayanas. A tribe of the river Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 
Cayubabas A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 

Their chief was called Paytiti. Baraza; Reise Beschreibungen. 
Cericumas. A tribe ofthe river Yauapiri. Penna. 
Chais. A branch of the Chepeos (which see). Velasco. 
Chamicuras. See Ajuanas. 
Chanes. A people of the Gran Chacu. In former times they 

were enslaved in wars with the Chiriguanos (which see), but 
afterwards multiplying, they freed themselves, and went to live 

apart, in the neighbourhood of Santa Cruz de la Sierra. Hervas. 
Chapas. A branch of the Roamaynas (which see). They 

wander along the banks of the Pastaza river, and between that 
river and the Morona. M. Rodriquez; Velasco; Villavi? 
cencio'*s map. 

Chaintas. A tribe of the river Yavary. Penna. 
Chauentes or Chavantes. A numerous and widely-spread 

tribe on the banks of the rivers Araguay and Tocantins. Martius. 
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Chauitas. A tribe of the river Yavary. Penna. 
Chavantes. A free tribe on the Araguay, enemies of the 

Portuguese. Martius. 
Chavelos. A branch ofthe Aguaricos (which see). Velasco. 
Chayavitas, Indians of the Upper Maranon, of the first 

missionary epoch, 1638-83. Chayavitas was a village containing 
about three hundred inhabitants, on the left bank of the river 
Paranapuras. M. Rodriguez ; Velasco ; Raimondy, p. 89. 

Chepenaguas, A branch of the Chepeos (which see). Velasco. 
Chepeos. A numerous tribe of the Maranon, of the first 

missionary epoch. M. Rodriguez; Velasco. 
Cherentes See Charentes. 
Chibaras. A tribe ofthe river Jutay. Martius ; Penna. 
Chichas Orejones. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. They are 

met with between the Chiriguanas and Guaycurus, in a very 
inaccessible country. They dress in cloth made from Uania wool, 
and are said to work in silver mines. The Incas employed them 
in this work; and it seems probable that they composed one of 
the Mitimaes or colonies of the Incas. They live peaceably with 
another tribe of Indians called Churumaias. They cultivate the 
land, and come down to the riyer Bermejo to fish; but are very 
careful to prevent the Spaniards from discovering a road into 
their country. They are called Orejones because they are believed 
to be descended from the " Orejones nobles del Cuzco,}> or officers 
of the Incarial court. Lozano, p. 72 ; Hervas. 

Chimanas. A tribe ofthe river Yavary. Martius; Penna. 
Chimbiuas. See Ximbiuds. 
Chiquitos. A numerous group of tribes in the province of 

Santa Cruz de la Sierra, in Bolivia; and between the head waters 
of the rivers Mamore and Itenez. They are considered as minors 
by the Bolivian Government, and they cultivate cotton and sugar- 
cane. Their produce is sold for the benefit of the community, 
and a fund is formed for the relief of the infirm and aged. The 
word Chiquito means "very small" in Spanish, a name which was 
given to these Indians by the early Spaniards for the following 
reason. When the country was first invaded, the Indians fled into 
the forests ; and the Spaniards came to their abandoned huts, 
where the doorways were so exceedingly low, that the Indians 
who inhabited them were supposed to be dwarfs. 

Their houses are built of adobes, and thatched with coarse 
grass. They fabricate their own copper boilers for manufacturing 
sugar, and they understand several trades. They also weave 
ponchos and hammocks, and make straw hats. They are very fond 
of singing and dancing, and seldom quarrel amongst themselves. 
They are a peaceful race. When a Chiquito Indian takes a fancy 
to wearing striped trousers, he plants a row of white and a row 
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of yellow cotton. Should he wish for blue, he adds a row of 
indigo. The heart-leaved Bixa Orellana grows wild around him, 
the vanilla bean scents the doorway of his hut, while coffee and 
chocolate trees shade it. 

The Ghiquito group of Indians is divided into the following 
tribes:? 

Chirivones 
Taos 
Boros 
Tabucas 
Tannopicas 
Xuberesas 
Zamanucas 
Bazorocas 
Puntagicas 
Quibiquibas 
Pequibas 
Zemuquicas 
Taumocas 
Cucicas 

Quimomecas 
Tapucuracas 
Yuracarecas 
Yiritucas 
Imonos 
Morotocas 
Oucurares 
Boocas 
Tubacicas 
Aruparecas 
Piococas 
Quimecas 
Quapacas 

Quitagicas 
Pogisocas 
Motaquicas 
Mamacicas 

Zaraucos 
Zahenos 
Ugarannos 
Caiptorades 
Tunachos 
Timinabas 
Tomoenos 
Pananas 

These forty tribes speak seven different languages, called tapacu- 
raca, napeca, paunaca, paiconeca, quitemoca} jurucariquia, and 
moncoca, the latter being the most prevalent. Hervas, i, p. 158; 
Martius ; Castelnau, iii, p. 217; Gibbon, p. 164. 

Chiriguanas. A tribe of the Gran Chacu, nearest to the con- 
fines of Bolivia; speaking the Guarani language, and supposed 
to be a branch of that wide-spread nation. When the Inca 
Yupanqui conquered them they were indiscriminate cannibals ; 
and in 1571 they repulsed the invasion of Spaniards led by the 
Viceroy Toledo in person. 

They wear a blue-coloured wafer-like ornament on the upper 
lip. Their women are exempt from servile employment. G. de 
la Vega ; Lozano ; Dobrizhoffer ; Vigne, i, p. 277. 

Chiripunos. A tribe on the head waters of the Curaray. 
Villavicencio''s map. 

Chirivones. Same as Chiriguanas (which see). 
Cholones. A tribe of the Huallaga, on the left bank. The 

name must have been given them by the Spaniards. They 
were first met with by the Franciscans in 1676, in the forests 
near the Huallaga, who established them in mission villages. 

They are now found in the mission villages of Monzon, Uchiza, 
Tocache, and Pachiza, on the Huallaga. Their skin is a dark 
brown, they have shiny black hair, and scarcely any beard; nose 
arched, and cheek bones high. They consider themselves great 
doctors, and are very superstitious. They are proud, perverse, 
and fond of a wild life ; but are possessed of courage. They are 
cheerful, good tempered, and sober. They use the blow-gun 
called by the Spaniards cerbatana. by the Portuguese gravatana9 
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and by the Indians pucuna. It is made of a long straight piece 
of the wood of the chonta palm, about eight feet long and two 
inches in diameter near the mouth end, tapering to half an inch 
at the extremity. The arrow is made of any light wood, about 
a foot long. A marksman will kill a small bird at thirty or forty 
paces with the pucuna. Raimondy says that the Cholones are 
idle, and pass a great part of the day drinking their masato, but 
that they are expert hunters with the cerbatana. Mercurio 
Peruano, No. 51 ; Poeppig Reise, ii, p. 320; Herndon, p. 138 ; 
Raimo?idy, p. 112. 

Chudaviiias. A branch of the Andoas (which see). Velasco. 
Chufias. A branch of the Aguaricos (which see). Velasco. 
Chunchos. A numerous and formidable group of tribes, in 

the forests to the eastward of Cuzco and Tarma; first reduced to 

subjection by the Inca Yupanqui. They are said, by Velasco, to 
be descended from Inca Indians. 

Those to the eastward of Cuzco are divided into three branch 
tribes, the Huachipayris, Tuyuneris, and Sirineyris. In 
Caravaya there are two other branch tribes called Carangas and 
Suchimanis. They call their chiefs Huayris. General Miller, 
in 1835, met with a chief of the Huachipayris and some of his 
tribe, in the plains of Paucartambo, where the great river Purus 
takes its rise. Their hut was well built, on a rising ground, wall 
six feet high, with a good pointed straw roof. The Huayri was 
about five feet ten inches in height, well-made, of a good east of 
features, and a jovial disposition. These Indians are afraid 
to be in utter darkness at any time, for fear of evil spirits. 
They cultivate maize, yucas, plantains, and pine apples. They 
live in long huts, twenty persons in each, and wander for leagues 
through the matted forests in search of game. They have no 
religion whatever, bury their dead in the huts, and are fierce, 
cruel, and untameable. 

The Chunchos of the forests of Tarma are quite independent, 
very fierce, and formidable. G. de la Vega, i, lib. vii, cap. 14; 
Velasco; Gen. Miller in R. G. S. Journal, vol. vi, p. 182; Von 
Tschudi, p. 466 ; Gibbon, p. 51; Markham?s Cuzco and Lima ; 
Markham in R. G. S. Journal, vol. xxv, p. 151. 

Chunipies. A tribe of the Gran Chacu, between the Rio 
Grande and the Bermejo. They are said to be descended from 
Spaniards, and are very peaceful and courteous; and besides food 
obtained from hunting and fishing, they cultivate maize. They 
go quite naked, and are constantly at war with the Tobas and 
Moeovies (which see), but live in friendship with four other 
tribes, who appear to be of the same origin, and who resemble 
each other closely, namely the Tequetes, Guamalcas, Yucunam- 
pas, and Velelas. Lozano, p. 85. 
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Chuntaquiros. Same as the Pirros (which see). 
Churttunas. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). M. 

Rodriguez ; Velasco. 
Churumatas. See Chichas Orejones. 
Chuzcos. A tribe of the Huallaga, established in a mission 

village of the Franciscan friar Lugando, in 1631. Mercurio 
Peruano. 

Cingacachuscas. A tribe supposed to have been descended 
from the Inca Indians. It is now extinct. Velasco. 

Cirus. A tribe on the Solimoens, now probably extinct. 
Martius. 

Ciures. A tribe ofthe river Pastaza. M. Rodriguez. 
Clituas. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Coata Tapuujas. A tribe of the river Jurua, reported to 

have short tails. Von Spix, iii, p. 1183 ; Castelnau. 
Cobeus. See TJaupes. 
Cocomas or Cucamas. A tribe of the Maranon and Lower 

Huallaga, of the first missionary epoch, 1638-83. Spruce 
suggests that they are a remnant of the Tupinambas (which see). 
Their province was called by the missionaries "La Gran Cocoma." 
They built their huts round a beautiful lake, near the mouth of 
the Huallaga, where Father Lucero established a mission. In 
1681 they were still in the habit of eating their dead relations, 
and grinding their bones, to drink in their fermented liquors. 
They said that " it was better to be inside a friend, than to be 
swallowed up by the black earth." In 1830 they moved from 
Laguna to Nauta, at the mouth of the Ucayali. They are bolder 
than most of the civilised Indians, and carry on war with the 
savage Mayorunas. The Brazilian expedition to explore the 
river Purus, in 1852, found the last seven villages on that river, 
extending to the extreme limit of navigation, inhabited by 
Cocomas. They may possibly be a relic of those Tupinambas 
who fled before the European invaders. The language of the 
Cocomas is a mere dialect of, and very closely resembles, the Tupi. 
Bates speaks very highly of them as a shrewd, provident, hard- 
working people; and they are good canoe-men. M. Rodriguez ; 
Velasco; Poeppig, Reise, ii, p. 449; Spruce's Notes; Herndon, 
p. 195 ; Raimondy, p. 113; Bates, ii, p. 159. 

Cocomillas. A branch of the Cocomas, settled at Laguna, on 
the Huallaga. They are lazy ancl drunken, but capital boatmen. 
M.Rodriguez; Herndon, p. 176; Raimondy, p. 113. 

Cocrunas. A tribe of the river Teffe. Ribeiro ; Penna. 
Coerunas. A tribe of the river Japura. They are, in general, 

small, strong, and dark, with nothing agreeable in their faces. 
They intermarry very much among relations, and Martius gives 
this as a cause of their degenerating. Their language, spoken 
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through their noses, sounds disagreeable. Spix und Martius, iii, 
p. 1201 ; Penna, p. xix. 

Coeuanas. A tribe of the river Uaupes. Penna. 
Coeanes. A tribe in the forests sixty leagues east of Quito, on 

the head waters of the river Aguarico, near the foot of Mount 
Cayambe. They are much reduced in numbers, and have lost 
their former fierce character. They speak a harsh guttural lan? 
guage. Velasco, iii, p 136 ; Villavicencio, p. 173. 

Cohidias. See Uaupes. 
Cohumares. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 

1727 and 1768. Velasco. 
Colchaquies. A tribe of Tucuman, and in the southern part 

of the Gran Chacu. They resisted the invasions of the Spaniards 
of Salta and Jujuy very bravely, and were not entirely subdued 
until 1665. In 1659 they followed Pedro Bohorques in his crazy 
expedition in search of Paytiti. Velasco; Lozano, p. 92; 
Hohrizhoffer. 

Collinas. A tribe of the rivers Jurua and Yavary, supposed 
to be a branch of the Ticunas. Bates, ii, p. 199-395 ; Penna. 

Com acoris. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Comanis. A tribe of the Rio Negro, now nearly, if not quite, 

extinct. Martius. 
Comavos. A tribe said, by Velasco, to be descended from the 

Inca Indians, preached to between 1683 and 1727. Velasco. 
Conamares. A tribe of the river Jutay. Martius. 
Conambos. A tribe on the head waters of the river Tigre. 

Villavicencio's Map. 
Conejoris. A branch ofthe Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Conomomas. A tribe of the river Jutay. Acuna, p. 99 ; 

Von Spix, iii, p. 1185. 
Oonibos or Manoas. A tribe of the Pampa del Sacramento 

and the banks of the Ucayali. They were first visited by mission? 
aries between 1683 and 1727. In 1685 some Franciscans descended 
the Pachitea and formed a mission amongst them, but the good 
friars were killed by the Cashibos Indians (which see). Father 
Ricter was killed by the Conibos in 1695. At present most of 
them profess Christianity, thanks to the indefatigable exertions of 
Fathers Girbal and Plaza. 

They are a quiet tractable people. They paint their faces in 
red and blue stripes, and wear silver rings in their lips and noses. 
They are good boatmen and fishermen, and are employed by the 
traders to collect salt fish and sarsaparilla. They speak the Pana 
language. They have very rough skins, owing to the continual 
attacks of mosquitos. 

They are marked on Fritz's map (1707) on the east side of the 

Ucayali. Velasco; Fritz's Map; Mercurio Peruano; MS. 
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Voyage of Girbal, penes C, R. M.; Castelnau; Smyth, p. 235 ; 
Herndon, p. 202. 

Copatasas. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Villa? 
vicencio. 

Coretus. (See Curetus). Penna. 
Coriciaras. See Moxos. 
Corocoros. A tribe of the river TJaupes. Wallace. 
Coronas. A tribe of the river Teffe. Ribeiro. 
Coronados. A tribe of the river Pastaza. M. Rodriguez. 
Cortys. A small tribe between the Tocantins and Araguay, 

divided into ten branches. Martius. 
Cotocarianas. See Carabuyanas. 
Coturias. See Cutrias. 
Couas. See TJaupes. 
Crans. A tribe on both sides of the Tocantins, in the north 

of Goyaz. A warlike people. Martius. 
Cucamas. See Cocomas. 
Cuchiguaras. A tribe of the river Purus. A tribe of the 

same name on the Tocantins. Acuna, p. 107; Spix und Martius, 
iii, p. 1175. 

Cucicas. See Chiquitos. 
Cucurares. See Chiquitos. 
Cuinuas. A branch of the Camavos (which see). Velasco. 
Cuires. A branch ofthe Roamaynas (which see). Velasco. 
Cuiyacus. A tribe of the river Aguarico. Villavicencio's 

Map. 
Cuiyayos. A tribe between the Aguarico and Putumayu. 

Villavicencio*s Map. 
Culinas. A tribe of the river Yavary. Martius. 
Cumacumans. A tribe ofthe river Japura. Penna. 
Cumaruruayanas. See Carabuyanas. 
Cumayaris. A tribe of the river Purus. Acuna, p. 107; 

Spix und Martius, iii, p. 1175. 
Cumbasinos. A tribe of the Santa Catalina, in the Pampa del 

Sacramento. Smyth, p. 204. 
Cumuramas. A tribe of the river Solimoens. Penna. 
Cunas. A tribe ofthe Putumayu. Acuna, p. 99. 
Cunipusanas. A branch of the Barres (which see), inhabit- 

ing the head of the Pacimoni river. Spruce. 
Cunjies. A branch of the Avijiras (which see). Velasco. 
Cunuris. A tribe at the mouth of a river, up which the 

Amazons are said to live. Acuna, p. 122. On the river Nha- 
munda. Penna, p. xx. 

Cupinharos or " Ant Indians." A branch of the great Tupi 
tribe, near the mouth of the Amazons. Martius. 

Curanas. A tribe of the Ucayali, said to be a branch of the 

Campas (which see). Velasco. 
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Curanaris. A tribe of the river Madeira, Acuna, p. 117. 
Ctjranis. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Curabayes. A branch of the Zaparos (which see). Villa? 

vicencio. 
Curassi Tapuujas. See Juris. 
Curetus. A tribe inhabiting the country between the rivers 

Japura and Uaupes. They are short, but very strong, wear their 
hair long, and paint their bodies. The men wear a girdle of 
woollen thread, but the women go entirely naked. Their houses 
are circular, with walls of thatch, and a high conical roof. They 
reside in small villages, governed by a chief; and are long-lived, 
and peaceable. They cultivate maize and mandioc. They have 
no idea of a Supreme Being. Their language is very guttural, 
and difficult to understand, as they keep their teeth close together 
when speaking. A tribe of the same name is met with on the 
river Teffe. Ribeiro ; Martius, iii, p. 1222 ; Wallace, p. 509. 

Curiares. A tribe between the rivers Xingu and Tocantins. 
Martius. 

Curiates. A tribe marked on Fritz's map (1707) between 
the rivers Madeira and Tapajos. Fritz's map. 

Curiciraris. Formerly on the river Juma. Edwards, p. 17. 
Curigueres. A raceof giants on the Purus. Acuna, p. 107. 
Curinas. A tribe living south of the Omaguas. Acuna, p. 

96 ; Spix und Martius, iii, p. 1187 ; Penna. 
Curis. A tribe of the river Amazons. Acuna, p. 100 
Curiveas. A tribe said to have been subject to the " Gran 

Paytiti". M. Rodriguez. 
Curuamas. A tribe ofthe river Yavary. Martius. 
Curuanaris. See Carabuyanas 
Curuaxis. A tribe of the Rio Negro, now nearly, if not quite 

extinct. Martius; Penna. 
Curucurus. A tribe ofthe Purus. Acuna, p. 107. 
Curupatabas. A tribe ofthe Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 110. 
Curuziraris. A very populous tribe on the south side ofthe 

Amazons, twenty-eight leagues below the mouth of the Jurua. 
Acuna, p. 101. 

Cusabatayes. A branch of the Manamabobos (which see). 
Velasco. 

Custiniabas A branch of the Pirros (which see). Velasco. 
Cutinanos. A branch of the Jeveros. Father Cuvia preached 

to them in 1646. Velasco. 
Cutrias or Coturias. A tribe between the rivers Juina and 

San Simao. Martius. 
Cuxiuaras. A tribe ofthe river Purus. Penna. 
Cuyzaras. A branch ofthe Moxos (which see). Hervas. 

M 
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Cuzares. A tribe between the rivers Xingu and Tocantins. 
Martius. 

Damacuris. A tribe ofthe river Cauaburi. Penna. 
Desannas. See TJaupes. A tribe between the rivers Uaupe 

and Guaviare. Wallace ; Martius ; Penna. 
Encabellados. A tribe of the river Napo, so called by Father 

Rafael Ferrer, in 1600, from their long hair. They were preached 
to from 1727 to 1768. Marked on Fritz's Map between the rivers 
Napo and Putumayu. Villavicencio places them on the lower 
part of the Aguarico. They are much reduced in numbers, and 
live chiefly on fish and the manatee. Fritz's Map; Acuna, p. 92-4; 
Velasco; Villavicencio. 

Enaguares. See Guagnas. 
Engaibas. A tribe of the river Pacaxa. Acuna, p. 130. 
Enjeyes. A branch of the Itucales (which see). Velasco. 
Erepunacas. A tribe of the river Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 
Erirumas. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Eriteynes. A branch of the Iquitos (which see). Velasco. 
Frascavinas. A branch ofthe Andoas (which see). Velasco. 
Gaes. A tribe of the Maranon, with a language allied to that 

of the Jeveros, In 1707 they killed Father Durango. They are 
placed in Fritz's Map (1707) on the upper waters of the rivers 
Tigre and Pastaza. Spruce says that this is the ancient name of 
the Simigaes (which see). M. Rodriguez; Fritz's Map; Velasco. 

Ges. A great tribe between the rivers Tocantins and Araguaya. 
Martius. 

Gemias. A tribe on the river Jutay. Martius. 
Gentios. The best canoe-men on the Amazon. Edwards, p. 

169. 
Gepuas. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Ginoris. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Gis. See TJaupes. 
Givaros. See Jeveros. 
Goyazes. A tribe at Villa Boa, in the province of Goyaz, now 

extinct. Martius. 
Guacaras. A tribe living next to the race of the Amazons, 

with whom they had intercourse. Acuna, p. 122. On the river 
Nhamunda. Penna. 

Guachis. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. Lozano. 
Guagnas or Enaguares. A tribe on the banks of the river 

Japura. They are cannibals, and dry the flesh of their prisoners. 
They compress the waist from infancy, and use a kind of harpoon. 
Mem. de los Vireyes, vi, p. 141. 

Guajayos. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 
1727 and 1768. Velasco. 

Guajejus. A tribe on the Corumbiara, Martius. 
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Gualaquijas. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Villa? 
vicencio. 

Guamalcas. See Chunipies. 
Gqanas. A tribe ofthe Gran Chacu. Lozano. 
Guanamas. A tribe ofthe Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 110. 
Guanapu. A tribe on the river of the same name, perhaps the 

parent stem of the Bus (which see). Martius. 
Guanapuris. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Guanarus. A tribe of the river Jutay, marked on Fritz's 

Map (1707) between the rivers Jurua and Teffe. Fritz's Map ; 
Acuna, p. 99. 

Guanibis. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105, 
Guapindages. A tribe between the rivers Araguay and 

Xingu. Martius. 
Guaques. A tribe in Mocoa, on the rivers Caqueta and Putu- 

mayu. Trubner's Bib. Glott., p. 75. 
Guaquiaris. A tribe of the river Parus. Acuna, p. 107. 
Guaraicus. A tribe of the Putumayu (see Uaraycus). Acuna, 

p. 99. 
Guaranacuazanas. A tribe between the Rio Negro and the 

Orinoco. Acuna, p. 110. 
Guaranaguacas. A tribe of the Amazons, below the mouth 

ofthe Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 
Guarayos. A tribe on the head waters of the Mamore and 

its tributaries. This tribe, and that of the Sirionos, are believed 
to be descended from Spaniards who, in former days, went into 
the forests in search of the " Gran Paytiti." They are bearded 
and florid, but also have some characteristics of their Indian 
maternal ancestry. The Guarayos are kind and hospitable, the 
Sirionos fierce. Hervas says they are met with between the 

Chiquitos and Moxos. Hervas ; Dalence, Bosq. est de Bolivia. 
Guarianacaguas. A tribe of the Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 110. 
Guartbas or "Ape Indians." A branch of the Maupfe (which 

see). Martius. 
Guariquenas. A branch ofthe Barr&s (which see). Spruce. 
Guasitayas. A tribe of the Marafion, preached to between 

1727 and 1768. Velasco. 
Guatinumas. A tribe of the river Madeira. Acuna, p. 110. 
Gtjatos. A tribe near the sources of the Araguay, with very 

white skins. Martius. 
Guayabas. A tribe on the north side of the Amazons. 

Acuna, p. 100. 
Guayacarts. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Guayanas or Guayanazes. A tribe on the continent oppo- 

site the island of Marajo. Martius. 
M 2 
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Guayazis. A race of dwarfs, of whom credulous Acuna heard 
from the Tupinambas Indians. Acuna, p. 119 

Guaycurus. A tribe of the Gran Chacu, between the rivers 
Pilcomayu and Yaveviri, and on the eastern side of Paraguay. 
In the wet season their country is so marshy and full of swamps 
that they cannot walk; and in the dry season it is so parched up 
that there is great scarcity of water. It was found almost im? 
possible to penetrate this territory ; and the Guaycurus remained 
independent, and made frequent attacks on the Spaniards in 
Paraguay. They go quite naked, without shame, but the women 
wear a short petticoat. Lozano gives a long and interesting 
account of them. Martius. Hervas. Lozano, p. 59-72. 

Guazagas. A branch of the Andoas (which see). Velasco. 
Guencoyas. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 

1727 and 1768. Velasco. 
Guevas. A tribe which was already extinct in Velasco's 

time. Velasco. 
Guimaras. A tribe of the river Maraca. Penna. 
Haguetis. A branch of the Manamabobos (which see). 

Velasco. 
Harytrahes. A tribe near the sources of the river Gurupa- 

tuba. Martius, 
Heracopoconos. See Moxos. 
Hiabaanas. A tribe of the river Inabti. Penna. 
Hibitos. See Jibitos. 
Himuetacas. A branch of the Iquitos (which see). 
Hiuhiuas. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Huachipayris. See Chunchos. 
Huahuatales. A tribe marked on Fritz's Map (1707), near 

the sources of the Yavari. Fritzs Map. 
Huairous. A tribe marked on Fritz's Map (1707), between 

the rivers Jurua and Teffe. Fritzs Map. 
Huambisas. A fierce tribe of the Upper Maranon and Santiago 

rivers. They are a branch of the Jeveros (which see). In 1841 

they drove all the civilised Indians from the upper missions. In 
1843 they murdered all the inhabitants of a village called Santa 
Teresa, between the mouths of the Santiago and Morona. They 
encroach more and more on the few settled villages which remain 
on the Upper Maranon. Met with chiefly on the Morona and 
northern bank of the Maranon. They are fair-skinned and 
bearded, being descended from 7,000 Spanish women captured by 
the Indians at the sack of Sevilla del Oro, in 1599. Heraldo de 
Lima, Sept. 13th, 1855; Raimondy, p. 115; Spruce's Notes. 

Huasimoas. A branch of the Iquitos del Nanay, preached to 
between 1727 and 1768. Velasco. 

HuiRUNAS. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
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Humueanas. A branch of the Maynas, preached to between 
1727 and 1768. Velasco. 

Ibanomas. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Marked on 
Fritz's Map (1707) between the rivers Teffe and Purus. Fritz's 
Map; Velasco. 

Ibieajaees. See Ymarayares. 
Ibitos. See Jibitos. Herndon, p. 150. 
IcAS. A tribe on the river of the same name. Martius. 
ICAHUATES. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 

1683 and 1727. Velasco. 
Igaea-uaeas, or " Canoe men." Severai branches of the Tupi 

tribe, at the mouth of the Amazons, so called. Martius. 
Iltjeus. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Velasco. 
Imaschahtjas. A branch ofthe Maynas (which see). Velasco. 
Imonas. See Chiquitos. 
Inambus, or "Bird Indians." A branch of the Mauhes (which 

see). Martius. 
Incuets. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Inganas. A tribe of the Mocoa territory. Trubner's Bib. 

Glott, p. 86. 
Intjacas. A branch ofthe Camavos (which see). Velasco. 
Ipapuisas. A branch of the Maynas, identical with the 

Coronados (which see). Velasco. 
Ipecas. See Uaupes. 
Ipilos. A branch of the Piros (which see). Velasco. 
Iquitos. An extensive tribe, divided into numerous branches; 

some living on the river Tigre, others on the Nanay. The latter 
is a stream which flows into the Maranon, near Omaguas, and the 

village of Iquitos is at its mouth. The Iquitos were preached to 
between 1727 and 1768. Villavicencio places them on the east 
side of the lower course of the Napo. 

They are very dexterous in the use of the lance. They brew 
better chicha or ferraented liquor than any of the neighbouring 
tribes. They fiavour it with the young shoots of some plant 
which have the effect of an opiate. They worship figures carved 
in the shape of birds and animals. Mem. de los Vireyes, vi, p. 
143; Velasco; Villavicencio. 

Ieijtjs. A tribe of the river Purus. Ma.rtius ; Penna. 
Isannas or Papunauas. A tribe on the river Isanna, tribu- 

tary of the Rio Negro. They cut their hair, and the women wear 
a cloth, instead of being naked, and adorn themselves with brace- 
lets. Their huts are collected together in little scattered villages. 
They bury their dead inside the huts, and mourn for them a long 
time, but make no feast on the occasion. Wallace, p. 507-8. 

Ita Tapuujas. " Stone Indians," so called from a stone worn 
in the upper lip. A tribe of the Capana and other affluents of 
the Madeira. Martius. 
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Itonomas. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Itremajoris. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Itucales. A tribe of the Upper Maranon. Velasco. 
Izas. A tribe believed to be extinct in Velasco's time. 

Velasco. 
Tzibas. A branch of the Itucales (which see). Velasco. 
Izuhalis. A branch ofthe TJrarinas (which see). Velasco. 
Jacamis. See Uaupe's and Uainumds. 
Jacares or Jacare Tapuujas (Cayman Indians). A tribe 

near the junction of the Beni and Mamore, few in number and 
scattered over the country. Quite savages. Those on the lower 
Madeira have been exterminated by the Mundrucus (which see). 
Martius; Gibbon, p. 287-8; Bates. 

Jaconaigas. A branch of the Abipones (which see). 
Jacundas. A tribe between the river of that name and the 

Tocantins. Martius; Penna. 
Jajunumas. See Jumanas. 
Jamamaris. A tribe on the west side of the Purus, but living 

some distance inland. There is no information concerning them, 
except that, in their customs and appearance, they resemble the 
Catauxis (which see). Wallace, p. 511. 

Jamolapas. See Jumanas. 
Janumas. A tribe of the river Teffe. Ribeiro ; Penna. 
Japuas. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 1727 

and 1768. Velasco. 
Jauanas or Jaunas. A tribe of the river Teffe\ Ribeiro ; 

Martius. 
Jauaretes or "Ounce Indians." See Maupes and Uainumds. 
Javains. See Yavaims. 
Javahes or Javaes. A tribe of the river Araguay, now ex? 

tinct. Martius. 
Javipujaz. A tribe between the rivers Xingu and Tocantins. 

Martius. 
Jawabus. A branch of the Panos (which see). Velasco. 
Jeveros, Jeberos, Jibaros, Jivaras, or Givaros. A tribe of 

the Upper Maranon, above the Pongo de Manseriche, the first 
fruits of the Jesuit missions. Velasco, who divides them into 
three branches, says that they are the most faithful, noble, and 
amiable of all the tribes. Villavicencio divides them into ten 
branches, all speaking the same language, which is sonorous, clear, 
and harmonious, easy to learn, and energetic. They only have 
native numerals up to five, using Quichua for higher numbers. 

They wander in the forests between the rivers Chinchipe and 
Pastaza, and on both sides of the Maranon. The branch tribes 
are constantly at war with each other, but they unite against a 
common enemy. On the conquest of Peru, the Spaniards re- 
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duced these Indians, and founded colonies in their country; but 
in 1599 a general insurrection of the Jeveros destroyed all these 
settlements in one day. The Jeveros have muscular bodies, small 
and very animated black eyes, aquiline noses, and thin lips. 
Many have beards and fair complexions, and it is said that this 
arises from the number of Spanish women whom they captured 
in the insurrection of 1599. The Jeveros love liberty, and can 
tolerate no yoke; they are warlike, brave, and astute. They have 
fixed homes, cultivate yucas, maize, frijoles, and plantains; and 
their women wear cotton cloths. They live in well-built huts, and 
sleep in standing bed-places, instead of hammocks. They are very 
jealous of their women, and keep them apart. Their lances are 
made of the chonta palm, the head being triangular, thirty or 
fifty inches long, and ten to fifteen inches broad. They all take 
a strong emetic every morning (an infusion of the leaves of the 
guayusa), for the sake of getting rid of all undigested food, and 
being ready for the chase with an empty stomach. At each vil? 
lage there is a great drum, called tunduli, to call the warriors to 
arms, and it is repeated from village to village as a signal. Their 
hair hangs over their shoulders, and they wear a helmet of bright 
feathers. When they are engaged in war their faces and bodies 
are painted, but during peace they wear breeches down to the 
knees, and a shirt without sleeves. 

Some curious dried human heads, supposed to have been 
venerated as idols, have been found among the Jeveros of Macas. 
See an account of them, by Mr. Bollaert, in the Ethnological 
Society's Transactions for 1862. 

In September 1855, the Jeveros are reported to have destroyed 
the town of San Borja, and the villages of Santa Teresa 
and Santiago. 

The Jeveros who live among the Spaniards, on the upper angle 
between the Huallaga and the Marafion, talk Quichua, and many 
of them serve in the houses in Moyobamba, and in the farms in 
the neighbourhood. They are the best porters in the province. 
Spruce says that these people must not be confounded with the 
more warlike Jibaros, their still independent brethren. Fritz's 
Map; Velasco; Villavicencio, pp. 165 and 375; Heraldo de 
Lima, Sept. 1855 ; Raimondy, p. 112; Spruce's Notes. 

Jibaeos. See Jeveros. 
Jibitos. A tribe first met with by the Franciscans, in 1676, 

in the forests near the Huallaga, on the eastern borders of the 
province of Caxamarquilla. They were converted and settled in 
villages on the western bank of the Huallaga. Their women wear 
a cotton dress, confined round the waist by a girdle. They bathe 
in the river, for their health, very early in the morning. They 
are only distinguished from the Cholones by their dialect; but 
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they are less civilised. They paint their faces, not with any fixed 
pattern, but each man according to his fancy, using the blue of 
Huitoc (Genipa oblongifolia, R P.) and the red Achiote (Bixa 
Orellana, Lin.) The Jibitos are met with on the Huallaga, at 
Tocache, and Lamasillo. Herndon, p. 150; Raimondy, p. 150. 

Jocacuramas. See Jumanas. 
Juanas. A tribe of the river Pacaxa. Acuna, p. 130. 
Jubiris. A tribe on the Purus. There is little known about 

them, but their bodies are spotted and mottled like those of the 

Purupurus (which see). Wallace, p. 516. 
Jumas. A tribe of the river Coari, also near the sources of 

Canuma. They were exterminated by the Mundrucus. Martius; 
Southey's Brazil, iii; Bates, ii, p. 131 ; Penna, p. xxi. 

Jumanas. See Ticunas. A tribe of the Ica and Maranon. 
Martius gives nine branches of the Jumanas, namely, the 
Caruanas, Varauamas,Jocacuramas,Lamaramas, Urizsammas, 
Jajunamas, Picuamas, Jamolapas, and Malinumas. Martius. 

Juquis. A tribe of the Rio Negro, now extinct. Martius. 
Juris. A tribe of the Amazons, between the rivers Ica and 

Japura. Many of them have settled on the Rio Negro. Their 
huts are formed of a circle of poles, with others woven in, and a 
roof of palm leaves in the shape of a dome. The Juris are nearly 
related to the Passes (which see), and in former days they were 

undoubtedly one tribe. Their language, manners, and customs 
are the same; but the Juris have broader features and chests. 
In ancient times they were the most powerful tribe between the 

Iga and Japura; but in 1820 their whole number did not exceed 
two thousand. 

Martius divides the Juris into ten branches, namely, 
Juri-coraa Tapuujas Oira agu Tapuujas (Great bird Indians) 
Cacao Tapuujas (Cacao Indians) Tucano Tapuujas (Toucan Indians) 
Moira Tapuujas (Wood Indians) Ubi Tapuujas (Blow-pipe Indians) 
Assai Tapuujas (Palm Indians) Uebytu. Tapuujas (Wind Indians) 
Curassi Tapuujas (Sun Indians) Taboca Tapuujas 

The Juris tattoo a circle round the mouth, and hence they 
are called Juripixunas (black Juris). They are good servants 
for canoe or agricultural work, and are the most skilful of all in 
the use of the gravatdna or blow-pipe. In 1775 there was a 
settlement of Juris on the Japura, near its mouth, ruled by a 
chief called Machiparo or Macupari. The hair of the Juris is 
curled so closely as to resemble the African woolly head. The 
women have both cheeks tattooecl. They are now nearly extinct, 
a few families still lingering on the banks of retired creeks up the 
Teffe. They intermarried very much among relations, and Martius 

gives this as the cause of their degeneracy. Martius, iii, p. 1235; 
Von Spix, iii, p. 1J 84>; Southey's Brazil, iii, p. 721 ; Wallace, 

p. 510; Smyth, p. 278; Bates, ii, p. 194. 
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Juei-coma Tapuujas. See Juris. 
Jueuenas. A tribe on the river of the same name. Martius. 
Jueunas, " Black Men." A tribe on the river Xingu, visited 

by Prince Adalbert of Prussia; a branch of the Tupis. Martius. 
Jueupaeis, 

" Devil Indians." See Maupes. 
Jueu-unas. See Jurunas. 
Jutipos. A tribe preached to between 1683 and 1727. 

Velasco says that the Manoas, Panos, and Pelados (which see) 
are all branches of Jutipos, but this must be a mistake. Velasco. 

Lamas. Said to be extinct, probably the same as Lamistas. 
Lamaeamas. See Jurumas. 
Lambys. A tribe of the river S. Simao, a tributary of the San 

Simao. 
Lamistas or Motilones. A tribe of the Huallaga, civilised 

by the Franciscans in 1676. They are settled at Lamas, Moyo- 
bamba, and Tarapoto. They are industrious, and are employed 
chiefly in agriculture, and in the preparation of cotton. They 
also inhabit Chasuta; but there they have retained, to a great 
extent, the mocle of life of the wild hunting Indians. They are 
of a mild disposition, and have polite friendly manners. Poeppig 
Reise. 

Llaguas. A tribe on the river Pebas. They go naked with? 
out shame, and are very dexterous in hunting and fishing. 
Mem. de los Vireyes, vi, p. 138. 

Lecos. A tribe on the Tipuani, a tributary of the Beni; 
settled in the mission villages of Mapiri and Guanay, where they 
are half civilised. They have agreeable expressions, high fore- 
heads, mouths comparatively small, ancl horizontal eyes. The 

Guanay mission was founded in 1802. Weddell, p. 453. 
Llameos. A tribe inhabiting San Regis on the Maranon. 

Raimondy, p. 113. 
Lliquinos. A tribe on the head waters of the Curaray. Villa? 

vicencio's map. 
LoGEOfios. A tribe on the western side of the Morona. Villa? 

vicencio's map. 
Ltjles. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. First visited by San 

Francisco Solano, and afterwards by Father Alonzo de Barzana. 
Their language is very deficient in words to express abstract 
ideas, and they are described as a very savage race. Father 
Machoni, ancl other Jesuits, laboured amongst the Lules between 
1711 and 1729. Lozano, pp. 94 and 380. 

Mabius. A tribe of the river Japura, Penna. 
Macaguas. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Macavinas. A branch of the Andoas (which see). Velasco. 
Maconis. A Brazilian tribe, nearly exterminated by the 

Botocudos. 
Maoucuenas. A tribe of the river Uanpes. Penna. 
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Macunas. A tribe of the Araganatuba and Rio Negro. 
A cuna ; Wallace. 

Macunis. A small tribe on the Rio Branco. Martius. 
Macus. One of the lowest and most uncivilised tribes of the 

Amazonian valley, inhabiting forests near the Rio Negro. They 
have no houses and no clothing. They stitch up a few leaves at 

night, to serve as a shed if it rains. They make a most deadly 
kind of poison to anoint their arrows. They eat all kinds of birds 
and fish roasted. They often attack the houses of other Indians, 
and murder all the inhabitants. They have wavy and almost 

curly hair. They are one of the few wandering tribes with no 
fixed residence, and are met with through nearly the whole length 
of the Rio Negro, but principally to the westward of it. They 
must not be confounded with the Mdcos of the Orinoco. Wallace, 
p. 508 ; Spruce's Notes. 

?Macuxis. A tribe of the rivers Mahu, Pirarara, and Saraura. 
Penna. 

Madauacas. A tribe of the river Cauaburi. Penna. 
Maisames. A tribe between the rivers Nanay and Napo. 

Villavicancio's map. 
Majironas. See Mayorunas. 
Malinumas. See Jumanas. 
Mamacicas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see) Hervas. 
Mamayamazes. A tribe of the island of Marajo. Martius. 
Mambares. A tribe of Tupi origin, mixed up with the 

Cabixis (which see). Martius. 
Mambriaras. A tribe on the river Tapajos. Martius. 
Mamelucos. The half-caste offspring of whites and Indians 

are so called in the Brazilian provinces of the Amazons. Bates. 
Mamengas. A tribe of the rivers Japura andUaupes. Penna. 
Manacurus. A tribe of the Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 40. 
Manahuas. A tribe of the Ucayali, living between that river 

and the Yavari, mentioned by Father Girbal as being met with near 
the Capanahuas. MS. Voyage of Girbal, penes C. R. M; 
Mercurio Peruano, No. 381. 

Manamabobos. A tribe of the Ucayali, visited by Father 
Lucero in 1681. They are marked on Fritz's map (1707) on the 
east side ofthe Ucayali. M. Rodriguez; Fritzs map ; Velasco; 
Mercurio Peruano. 

Manamabuas. A branch of the Manamabobos. They were 

preached to between 1683 and 1727. Velasco. 
Manaos. A tribe of the river Teffe. Also met with on the 

banks of the Rio Negro. The whole of them are now civilised, 
and their blood mingles with that of some of the best families in 
the province. They were among the first settlers at Barra. 

They were once the most powerful nation on the Rio Negro. 
Spruce's Notes. 
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Manatizabas. A branch of the Pirros (which see). Velasco. 
Managus. A tribe employed in procuring gold, near the river 

Amazons. Acuna, p. 103. 
Mandauacas. A branch of the Barre's (which see). 
Mangeeonas. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Manibas. A tribe on the river Isanna. Martius. 
Manoas. See Conibos. 
Manues. A branch of the Campos (which see). Velasco. 
Mapaeinas. A tribe of the Upper Maranon, which joined the 

Cocomas in their rebellion against the Missionaries in 1664. M. 
Rodriguez ; Velasco. 

Mapaeis or Mapiaeus. A tribe of the Araganatuba, accord? 
ing to Acuna. Smyth mentions such a tribe in the " Pampa del 
Sacramento". Acuna, p. 105 ; Smyth, p. 235. 

Mapiaeus. See Puinaus. 
Maeaguas. A tribe on the river Amazons, below the mouth 

of the Madeira. Acuna,, p. 117. 
Maeanhas. See Marianas. 
Maeapitanas. A tribe on the borders of the Rio Negro, to? 

wards the Cassiquiari. Martius ; Penna, 
Maeatjas. A tribe of the Lower Jurua. Martius; Bates, 

ii, p. 379. 
Maeaymumes. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Maeianas or Maeanhas. See Miranhas. A tribe of the 

river Jutay. Acuna, p. 99. 
They wear small pieces of wood in their ears and lips, but are 

not tattooed. The boring of the lips of a child is celebrated by a 
feast. When a boy is twelve years old, the father cuts four lines 
near his mouth, and he must then fast for five days. The elder 
lads scourge themselves with a small girdle, which operation is 
considered as proving their manhood. They are met with on the 
upper course of the Putumayu, across to the Japura. Spix und 
Martius, iii, p. 1185 ; Bates, ii, p. 377. 

Maeiaeanas. A tribe between the Japura and Rio Negro. 
Martius. 

Maeietes. A tribe on the upper course of the 19a. Bates, ii, 
p. 377. 

Maeiguyanas. See Garabuyanas. 
Maeieuas. A tribe ofthe Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Maenuactjs. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Masacas. A branch of the Barre's (which see). Spruce. 
Masamaes. A branch of the Yameos (which see). Preached 

to between 1727 and 1768. Velasco. 
Masipias. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Masucaeuanas. See Carabuyanas. 
Matacos. See Mataguayos. 
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Matagenes. A branch of the Zaparos (which see). Villavi? 
cencio. 

Mataguayos. A tribe of the " Gran Chacu", belonging to the 
Pampa or Patagonian stock. Their women are made to work 
like slaves. Lozano, p. 51-73 ; Vigne, i, p. 277. 

They occupy the country on the west bank of the river Bermejo, 
for a space of eighty-two leagues in length. Their chief food is 
fish, which they catch with nets and with arrows. They are not 
warlike, and have few horses. Their dresses are macle of the 
skins of animals. Mercurio Peruano, No. 583. 

Maturares. A tribe east of the Cabixis (which see). Martius. 
Maturuas. A tribe of the river Jutay. Martius. 
Mauas. See Umauas. 
MauheS. A branch of the Mundrucus, wandering between 

the Tapajos and Madeira. They intermarry very much among 
relations. On the river Mauhe, and the Furo Traria. Martius 

says they are split up into the following twelve branch tribes :? 
Tatus (Armadillo Indians). Guaribas (Monkey Indians). 
Tasiuas. Inambus (Bird Indians). 
Jurupari Pereira (Devil Indians). Jauaretes (Ounce Indians). 
Mucuims (Insect Indians). Saucanes. 
Xubaras. Pira Pereiras (Fish Indians). 
Uii Tapuujas (Native Indians). Caribunas. 

Martius; Bates; Chandless. 
Mauishis. A branch of the Conibos (which see) Bates, 

ii, p. 379. 
Mautas. A branch of the Zaparos, between the Nanay and 

the Napo. Villavicencio3s njap. 
Mayacamas. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Mayanases. A tribe of the river Pacaxa. Acuna, p. 130. 
Maynas. Placed on Fritz's map (1707) between the rivers 

Santiago and Pastaza. But it is a general name for all the tribes 
of the Upper Maranon, in the extensive Peruvian province of 

Maynas. In 1814 a census was made of all the mission villages 
in Maynas, which gave a total of 26,101 souls, Spaniards and 
convertecl Indians, but exclusive of all independent and savage 
tribes. The population of this province, which includes the banks 
of the rivers Maraiion, Huallaga, and Ucayali, was estimated in 
1862 at 90,000 souls; of which 45,200 were civilised Indians in- 

habiting the villages, 4000 or 5000 scattered in hunting and 

boating excursions, and the remainder savage and untamed abori? 

gines. Paz Soldan, p. 551 ; Fritz's map; Raimondy, p. 125. 
JMayorukas or Barbudos. A tribe between the rivers 

Maraiion, Ucayali, and Yavari. They have thick beards and 
white skins, more like English than even Spaniards, They 
wander through the forests hunting, and do not go much to the 
rivers. 
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They are supposed to be descended from Spanish soldiers of 
Ursua's expedition, but this is a mistake. When the Inca 
Viracocha conquered the Chancas ; that tribe retired to Muyu- 
bamba, and the people of the country, flying before the Chancas 
settled on the Yavari and Ucayali. This is probably the origin 
of the Mayorunas, or Muyurunas (" Men of Muyu"). They have 
a strange and painful way of pulling out their beards. They 
take two shells, which they use as tweezers, and pull out the 
hairs one by one, making such grimaces that the sight of it moves 
to laughter, and at the same time to compassion. They are some? 
times called Barbudos, and are very numerous. They are of a 

light olive complexion, taller than most of the other tribes, and 
go perfectly naked. They are very warlike, and are in amity 
with no other tribe. They do not use bows and arrows, but 

only spears, lances, clubs, and cerbatanas, or blow-pipes ; and 
the poison they make is esteemed the most powerful of any. 
They are well formed, and the women particularly so in their 
hands and feet; with rather straight noses and small lips. They 
cut their hair in a line across the forehead, and let it hang down 
their backs. Their cleanliness is remarkable, a quality for which 
this tribe alone is distinguished. 

Very little is really known of them, as they attack any person 
who goes into their territory, and boatmen are careful not to en- 
camp on their side of the Ucayali. They murder all the whites 
who go up the Yavari, and occasionally eat them. Bates gives 
an interesting account of a Mayoruna girl, who was captured in 
the Yavari, Gt.de la Vega Comm. Real, vi, cap. 26; Manuel 
Rodriguez; Velasco, iii, p. 108; MS. Voyage of Girbal, penes 
C. R. M., Mercurio Peruano, No. 76; Smyth, p. 223-4; 
Herndon, p. 218; Bates, ii, p. 406; Raimondy, p. 115; Spruce's 
Notes. 

Mazanes. A tribe between the rivers Nanay and Napo. 
Villaviceneio's Map. 

Mendos. A tribe on the river Uexie. Martius. 
Mepurys. A tribe between the rivers Cunicuriau and Maria, 

tributaries of the Rio Negro. Martius ; Penna. 
Meques. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Metinas. A tribe of the river Jurua. Penna. 
Miguianas. A branch of the Yameos (which see). They 

were preached to between 1727 and 1768. Velasco. 
Miranhas. A race of cannibals between the rivers 19a and 

Japura, in the neighbourhood of the Juris. They are also met 
with near Ega. They have a slit cut in the middle of each wing 
of the nose, in which they wear a large button made of a pearl 
river shell. Wallace, p 510 ; Bates, ii, p. 197-377. 

Miritis. See Uaupes and Uainumds. 
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Moacaranas. See Carabuyanas. 
Mochovos. A branch ofthe Pirros (which see). Velasco. 
Mocobias or Mocovies. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. They 

are a savage tribe, allied to the Tobas. In 1712 the Spaniards, 
from Tucuman, invaded their country. They are an insolent and 
turbulent race, very cruel, and given to rapine and robbery. They 
possess horses. Lozano. 

Moiras. See Juris and Uainumds. 
Momanas. A tribe of the Solimoens, settled at Fonteboa. 

Martius. 
Mopecianas. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Mopitirus. A tribe ofthe Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Moronas. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Villavicencio. 
Morotocas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Moruas. A tribe ofthe river Jutay. Acuna, p. 99. 
Mosetenes, The same as the Lecos (which see). 
Motaquicas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Motilones. A tribe of the river Huallaga. The expedition 

of Pedro de Ursua started from the country of the Motilones m 
1560. They are probably the same as the Lamistas (which see). 
Fray Pedro Simon, vi, Not. Hist. ; Velasco. 

Movimos. A branch ofthe Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Moxos or Musus. A numerous group of tribes on the rivers 

Mamore, Beni, etc. They submitted to the dominion of the Inca 

Yupanqui more through persuasion than by force. The Inca 
sent a colony into Moxos. In 1564, Don Diego Aleman started 
from La Paz, with a few followers, in search ofthe gold of Moxos; 
but he was defeated by the Indians, and taken prisoner. 

During the inundations of the rivers, the Moxos live on rising 
grounds, surrounded by the flood. When the dry season arrives, 
the sun, acting on the stagnant waters, generates pestilence. The 
climate is unhealthy. The Moxos are now quite under the do? 
minion of the Bolivian government, and their country forms a 

province of the Bolivian department of Beni, separated from 
Brazil by the rivers Itenez and Mamore. In 1674, a Jesuit, 
named Cypriano Baraza, entered their country, and spent four 

years among them, collecting them into mission villages. He 
dressed their wounds, administered medicines to their sick, and 

taught them agriculture, weaving, and carpentry. The first mission 

village was at Loreto, the second at Trinidad, where Baraza built 
a handsome brick church. He was murdered by the Baures in 
1702. 

The Moxos are a grave, sedate, and thoughtful people, and fond 
of cultivating the soil. They have set aside the bow and arrow, 
and taken up the lasso, which they handle well. They are civil, 
quiet, peaceable, and seldom quarrel amongst themselves. The 
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Bolivians treat them worse than slaves. They are expert carpenters, 
and manufacture cotton. 

They are subdivided into twenty-six branches, speaking nine, 
or, according to Southey, thirteen languages, besides sundry dia? 
lects. These branches are the 

Baures 
Movimos 
Erirumas 
Tapacuras 
Itonamas 
Canicianas 
Bolepas 
Herecepoconos 
Rotoronnos 

Pechuyos 
Coriciaras 
Meques 
Mures 
Sapis 
Cayababas 
Canacures 
Mayacamas 
Tibois 

Nayras 
Norris 
Pacaburas 
Sinabus 
Cuyzaras 
Cabinas 
Pacanabas 
Ocoronos 

G. de la Vega, ii, cap. 14 and 15; Southey's Brazil, iii; Reise 
Beschreibungen, No. 112, p. 62; Lettres Edifiantes; Hervas; 
Martius; Dalence, Bosq. Est. de Bolivia; Gibbon, p. 235. 

Mucuims. See Mauhes. 
Mueganos. A branch of the Zaparos (which see). Villa? 

vicencio. 
Mundrucus, called by their neighbours Paiguize, or "Cutters 

off of heads." One of the most powerful tribes on the Amazons 
and Tapajos. In 1788 they entirely vanquished their ancient 
enemies, the Muras (which see). When a Mundrucu is hope- 
lessly ill, his friends kill him; and children consider it a kindness 
to kill their parents, when they can no longer enjoy hunting, 
dancing, and feasting. They are very dirty. They are a broad- 
chested and very muscular people, with broad, strongly developed, 
good-natured, but rough features. Their glossy black hair is cut 
close across the forehead, and the whole body is tattooed in small 
lines. They are very warlike, and are the Spartans amongst the 
Indians of North Brazil, as the Guaycurus (which see) are of the 
south. The Mundrucus are a numerous tribe, numbering 20,000 
to 40,000. Since 1803 they have been at peace with the 
Brazilians. There are many Tupi words in their language, as 
well as many traits in their manners, which make it likely that 
they once belonged to that great family of tribes which, being 
split into hordes some centuries ago, seems to have spread over 
the whole of Brazil. The Mundrucu, like the Tupi language, is 
not harsh, but is pronounced with much modulation. The 
Mundrucus do not believe in immortality. 

They dwell on the river Tapajos, and extend far into the inte? 
rior, towards the rivers Purus and Madeira. They are a very 
numerous tribe, and portions are now civilised. Martius says that 
relations intermarry very much, and he believes that this custom 
is the cause of degeneracy. Southey's Brazil, vol. iii; Martius, 
iii, p. 1235 ; Wallace, p. 479. 

Muniches. A tribe of the river Huallaga, preached to between 
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1638 and 1683. There is a village of the same name. M. Rodri? 

guez ; Velasco; Maw, p. 141. 
Mupartnas. Supposed to be extinct. Velasco. 
Muras. A populous tribe on the Amazons, who were very 

formidable to the Portuguese at the time of Ribeiro's tour of in- 

spection in 1775, and until they were vanquished by the Mun- 
drucus, when they began to settle in the Portuguese villages. 
They used a bow six feet long. They are partly civilised, and are 
met with about the mouths of the Madeira and Rio Negro. In 
the interior, and up the river Purus, many still live, in a perfectly 
savage state. They are rather a tall race, with beards, and the 
hair of the head is slightly crisp and wavy. They used to go 
naked, but now they all wear trousers and shirts, and the women 
have petticoats. Their houses are grouped together in small 

villages, and scarcely ever consist of more than a roof supported 
on poles, without walls. They live on fish, game, and fruit, and 
do not cultivate anything. They have bows and arrows, and 

spears, and construct very good canoes. Each village has a 
Fashaua or chief; the succession is hereditary, but the chief has 
little power. The Muras trade with the Brazilians in sarsaparilla, 
turtle oil, Brazil nuts, etc, in exchange for cotton goods, knives, 
and spear and arrow heads. 

Gibbon says they were all dressed clecently, the women in 
calico shirts; Bates that they are the lowest and most debased 
of all the Amazonian tribes. Southey's Brazil, iii, p. 723; 
Wallace, pp. 479 and 511 ; Martius ; Gibbon, p. 306; Bates, 
ii, p. 242; Edwards, p. 132. 

Muratos. A branch of the Andoas (which see). They were 

preached to between 1727 and 1768. They have lately been very 
troublesome; and, in September 1856, they pillaged and burnt 
the villages of Santander and Andoas. They do not fight with 
bows and arrows, but with iron lances, and a few muskets ob? 
tained from Ecuador. Raimondy makes them a branch of the 
Jeveros. Velasco ; Commercio de Lima ; Raimondy, p. 115. 

Mures. A branch ofthe Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Murtates. A tribe of the river Putumayu. Directly their 

children are born they hide them in the depths of the forests, that 
the moonlight may not cause them any harm. Martius ; Von 

Spix, iii, p. 1186. 
Musquimas. A branch of the Urarinas (which see). Velasco. 
Musus. See Moxos. 
Mutayas. A tribe whose feet are shipped with the toes 

pointing aft, according to the credulous Jesuit. Acuna, p. 119. 
Mutuanis. A tribe of the river Purus. Acuna, p. 107. 
Naguegtgaguelees. A branch of the Abipones (which see). 
Nambiguaras. A hostile tribe near the head waters of the 

river Tapajos. Chandless. 
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Naneruas. A branch of the Campas (which see). Velasco. 
Napeanos. A branch ofthe Yameos (which see). Velasco. 
Napotoas. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Nauas. A tribe of the Upper Jurua. Bates, ii, p. 379. 
Naunas. A tribe of the river Jutay ; marked on Fritz's map 

(1707) between the rivers Ucayali and Yavari. Fritz's map ; 
Acuna, p. 99. 

Nayros. A branch ofthe Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Neguas. A branch ofthe Aguaricos (which see). Velasco. 
Neocayas. A branch of the Encabellados (which see). 

Velasco. 
Nepas. A branch ofthe Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Nerecamues. A branch of the Jquitos (which see). Velasco. 
Nesahuacas. A branch of the Campos (which see). Velasco. 
Nevas. A branch ofthe Avijiras (which see). Velasco. 
Nhengahibas or Niengahuras. Martius mentions them as 

living on the island of Marajo, called also Igara udras (Canoe 
men). Bates says they were formerly on the Rio Para. Martius; 
Bates. 

Norris. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Velasco. 
Nushinos. A branch of the Zaparos (which see). Villa? 

vicencio* 
Oas. A branch of the Simigaes (which see) on the banks of 

the Napo. Preached to between 1638 and 1683. M. Rodriguez; 
Velasco. 

Oaiapis. A tribe on the river Jari, and its tributary the 
Guarataburu. Martius. 

Ocoronos. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Oiacas. A tribe of the rivers Majari and Parima. Penna. 
Gira A9U Tapuujas. See Juris. 
Ojotaes. A tribe ofthe Gran Chacu. Lozano, p. 51. 
Omaguas, Umauas, or Cambebas. Orellana mentions a chief 

named Aomagua at Machiparo, near the mouth of the Putumayu 
river. The fabulous stories respecting the wealth of the Oma- 

guas, led to severai expeditions in quest of them; the most 
famous of which were those of George of Spires in 1536, of 

Philip von Huten in 1541, and of Pedro de Ursua in 1560. 
Huten is related to have seen the city of the Omaguas from a 
distance, in the centre of which were the palace of Quarica, the 
chief of the tribe, and a temple containing many idols of gold. 
The guides added that further on there were other cities, larger 
and richer than this. The Omaguas defeated Huten, and forced 
him to retreat. In 1645 the Jesuit missionaries arrived in their 

country, on the banks of the river Maranon. " The Omaguas", 
says Velasco, 

" are the Phoenicians of the river for their dexterity 
in navigating. They are the most noble of all the tribes, their 

N 
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language is the most sweet and copious, and these facts indicate 
that they are the remains of some great monarchy which existed 
in ancient times". After eight years of labour Father Cujia suc- 
ceeded in collecting them into villages. In 1687 Father Fritz 
came amongst them, and established forty villages. He is known 
as the "Apostle of the Omaguas'. Father Michel lived with 
them for twenty-seven years, from 1726 to 1753. San Joachim 
de Omaguas, a village on the Maraiion, was the residence of the 
Vice Superior of the Missions. The Portuguese carried on hos- 
tilities against these mission villages, ancl took many Omaguas 
away for slaves. From these Indians the Portuguese first ob? 
tained the caoutchouc or Indian rubber. In the Tupi language 
they are called Cambebas* which, equally with Omaguas, signifies 
"Flat heads". 

La Condamine says that of all the savages who inhabit the 
banks of the Maranon; the Omaguas are the most civilised, not- 
withstanding their strange custom of flattening their heads. 

The Ouvidor Robeiro, in his official tour in 1774, came to the 

viHage of Olivenca on the Maraiion, thirteen leagues below Taba- 

tinga ; where he found the chief remnant of the Omaguas. They 
were fairer and better shapecl than the other Indians, and were 
considered to be the most civilised and intelligent tribe. They 
had left off the practice of flattening their heads. 

In one of the Reports of a Viceroy of Peru (1796) it is stated 
that the Omagua women tame small monkeys for pets, just as 

Spanish ladies have little dogs. The men wear beautiful head- 
dresses of feathers. 

They appeared to Lieutenant Maw, in 1827, to be more active 
and industrious than the other Indians, and their huts were 
cleaner. Smyth considered them a finer race than any he had 
hitherto seen ; and Herndon gives the population of San Joachim 
de Omaguas, in 1852, at about 232 souls. 

Von Spix, who calls them by their Portuguese name of Gam- 
bebas or Campevas, says that they are very good natured and 
honest, and that their language has many Tupi worcls in it. 
Cambeba comes from the Tupi word Cav-pewa, composed of the 
two words Acavga (head) and Peioa (flat). They, like many 
other Amazonian tribes, have a custom of proving the fortitude 
of the youths by scourging them, ancl of the maidens by hanging 
them in a net and smoking them. After a death the family shut 
themselves up for a month, with continual howling; and their 

neighbours support them by hunting. The deacl are buried in 

large earthen jars, beneath the floors of their huts. Martius and 

Spruce consider the Omaguas to be a branch of the Tupis (which 
see). They are still numerous and powerful towards the head 
waters of the Japura and Uaupes, though much diminished in 
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the villages on the main stream of the Amazons. Piedrahita, 
Hist. Gen.; Fray Simon, vi, Not. Hist.; Orellana, p. 27 ; 
Acuna, p. 48; Velasco, iii, p. 197; Condamine,^. 189; Southey's 
Brazil, iii; Maiv, p. 185; Smyth, p. 259; Herndon, p. 218; 
Spix und Martius, p. 1187; Spruce's Notes; Mem. de los 
Vireyes, vi, p. 131. 

Oreguatus. A tribe on the south side of the Amazons, below 
the mouth ofthe Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 

Orejones. See Chichas Orejones. 
Ore jones. A tribe on the north side of the mouth of the 

Napo, so called from the practice of inserting a stick into the 
lobes of their ears. Their language is nasal, guttural, and spoken 
with great velocity. Their faces are very broad, with thick lips. 
They are very fierce ; and trade with hammocks, poisons, and pro- 
visions, in exchange for tools and trinkets. Their ears are some? 
times stretched till they reach the shoulders. They go naked, 
and prepare poison for arrows. Villavicencio; Raimondy, 
p. 114. 

Orelhudos. See Aroaquis. 
Oritos. A tribe of the river Napo on the east side, and below 

the mouth of the Aguarico. Villavicencio. 
Oroupianas. See Carabuyanas. 
Orumanaos. A tribe of the river Padauari. Penna. 
Orystinesis. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. Lozano. 
Otanavis. A branch of the Muniches (which see). Velasco. 
Otuquis. A branch of the Chiquitos which see). 
Ozuanas. A tribe of the river Jutay. Acuna, p. 99. 
Pacabarus. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Pacaguaras. A branch of the Moxos (which see). 
Pacajas or Pacaxas. A tribe of the river Pacaxa, in Acuna's 

time. Martius mentions them as inhabiting the continent, oppo- 
site the island of Marajo; and as being also called Jgara udras 

(canoe men). Acuna, p. 130 ; Martius. 
Pacajazes. A tribe on the river Pacajaz. Martius. 
Pacanabas. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Pacas. A wandering tribe on the Solimoens. Martius. Also 

on a tributary of the Marmore. 
Pachictas. A branch of the Manamabobos (which see). 

Velasco. 
Pacimonaris. A branch of the Barres (which see). Spruce. 
Pacunas. Formerly on the river Icabo, and at Fonte Boa; 

but perhaps no longer to be found there. Martius ; Penna. 
Pacurys. See Bacuris. 
Paiconecas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). 
Paiguizes. See Mundrucus. 
Palpumas. A tribe of the river Jurua. Penna. 

N 2 
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Pamas. Between the upper waters of the Madeira and Tapa- 
joz. Martius ; Penna. 

Pambadequez. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 
1638 and 1683. M. Rodriguez. 

Panajoris. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Pananas. A branch ofthe Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Panataguas. A tribe of the Huallaga, visited by Father 

Lugando in 1631. Mercurio Peruano. 
Pamenuas. A tribe of the rivers Japura and Uaupes. Penna. 
Panos A tribe of the Huallaga, Maranon, and now of the 

Ucayali. In 1670 Father Lucero collected some of them into 
the village of Santiago de la Laguna, near the mouth of the 
Huallaga. In 1830 they joined the mission of Sarayacu, on the 
Ucayali. At Sarayacu they wear a short frock, which reaches 
down to the waistband of the trousers, dyed red or blue. Both 
sexes are very much addicted to intoxication. Smyth and 
Castelnau say that the Panos of Sarayacu belong to the tribe of 
Setebos (which see). When Smyth was at Sarayacu the popula? 
tion amounted to about 2000. Their canoes are thirty or forty 
feet long, and three to five feet wide. Their manners are frank 
and natural, showing, without any disguise, their affection or 
dislike, their pleasure or anger. They have an easy courteous 
bearing, and seem to consider themselves on a perfect equality 
with everybody. 

In the last century a missionary among the Panos found manu- 
scripts written on a species of paper made of plantain leaves, 
containing, according to the statements of the Indians, a history 
of the events in the days of their ancestors. Most of the tribes 
of the Ucayali talk what is called the Pana language. Rivero 
Antiq. Per., p. 102 ; Smyth, p. 213 ; Castelnau, iv, p. 378 ; 
Raimondy, p. 119 ; Penna, p. xxiii. 

Papaguas. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 
1683 and 1727. Velasco. 

Papunauas. See Isannas. 
Parahus. A tribe of the river Jurua. Penna. 
Paranapuras. A branch of the Chayavitos (which see), 

preached to between 1638 and 1683. M. Rodriguez. 
Paraquts. A tribe of the Rio Negro, nearly or quite extinct. 

Martius. 
Pararauates. A tribe near the river Tapajos, who have an 

annual war with Mundrucus (which see). Chandless. 
Paratoas. A branch of the Encabellados (which see). Ve? 

lasco. 
Parauamas. A tribe of the Japura. Penna. 
Parauanos or Paravilhanos. A tribe on the lower part of 

the course of the Rio Branco. Martius ; Penna. 
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Parentintins. A tribe on the Madeira, and at the sources 
of the river Canuma. Martius ; Penna. 

Parexis. A tribe near the sources of the river Tapajos. They 
are indolent and inoffensive, and their trade with Diamantino 
consists chiefly in the sale of sieves. Chandless. 

Parianas. A tribe of the Tonantins. Penna. 
Pariquis. A tribe of the rivers Uatuma and Yaapiri. Penna. 
Parranos. A branch of the Yameos (which see), preached to 

between 1727 and 1768. Velasco. 
Passes. Once the most numerous tribe on the river Japura. 

They believe the sun to be stationary, and that the earth moves. 

They call rivers the great blood vessels of the earth, and small 
streams its veins. They pay great respect to their conjurors. 
Their dead are buried in circular graves. The pleasing features 
and slight figures of the Passes confirm the opinion that they 
are the most beautiful Indians of this region. Their white colour 
and finer build distinguishes them from their neighbours. Their 
hands and feet are smaller than those of the other Indians, their 
necks longer, and their appearance more resembles the Caucasian 

type. Their features are agreeable, ancl the women are sometimes 
beautiful; but the men are wanting in the manly ornament of a 
beard. Their eyes are more open, finer, and further from each 
other than those of other Indians; the nose finely formed and 
arched. They have a tattooed mark, beginning under the eyes, 
and continuing along the face to the chin. The men cut the hair 
close, but the women wear it long. They are very clean; the 
women usually wearing a shirt with short arms, and the men a 
kind of cloak. They are clever, gentle, open, peaceful, and indus? 
trious (see Juris). Martius says they intermarry very much 

among relations, and gives this as the cause of their degenerating. 
The Passes are now nearly extinct. Bates says they are the 
noblest of the Amazonian tribes. Von Spix, iii, p. 1186 ; Mar? 
tius, iii, p. 1201-3; Southey's Brazil, iii, p. 722; Bates, ii, 
p. 194, etc.; Penna, p. xxiv. 

Pastazas. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Villavi? 
cencio. 

Pastivas. A tribe of the Marafion, preached to between 
1727 and 1768. Velasco. 

Pautes. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Villavicencio. 
Pauxianas. A small tribe on the Rio Branco. Martius. 
Pavas, Pevas, or Pebas. A branch of the Andoas (which 

see), preached to between 1727 and 1768. They are met with 
between the rivers Napo and Putumayu, and inhabit the villages 
of Pebas and Loreto. Velasco; Villavicencio's map; Raimondy, 
p. 114. 

Pavianas or Payanas. A tribe of the river 19a. Martius. 
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Paxianas. A tribe of the Rio Branco. Penna. 
Payabas. A tribe of the river 19a. Penna. 
Payaguas. A tribe on the north side of the Napo, near its 

m outh. Villavic encio. 
Payanas (see Pavianas). 
Pebas (see Pavas). 
Pechuyos. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Velasco. 
Pelados, A tribe of the Huallaga, preached to between 1683 

and 1727. They are marked on Fritz's map (1707) between the 
rivers Ucayali and Yavari. Pedro Bohorques, who declared him? 
self Inca in 1659, lived among the Pelados until 1 665, believing 
the fabulous empire of 

" Gran Paytiti" to be near the mouth of 
the Huallaga. The Pelados are possibly the same as the Jibitos 

(which see). Mr. Spruce, who has investigated the subject on the 

spot, cannot identify the Pelados with any existing tribe. Velasco; 
Fritz's Map ; Mr. Spruce's Letter. 

Pequeyas. A branch of the Encabellados (which see), preached 
to between 1727 and 1768. Velasco. 

Pequibas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Periates. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Pevas. See Pavas. 
Picuamas. See Jumanas. 
Pinches. A branch of the Andoas (which see), preached to 

between 1683 and 1727, They are met with between the rivers 

Tigre and Pastaza. Velasco ; Villavicencio, 
Pindos. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Villavicencio. 
Piococas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Piras. See Uaupes. 
Pira-pereiras (Fish Indians). See Mauhes. 
Piriquitas. A tribe on the river Tapajoz. Martius. 
Pirros, Chuntaquirus, or Simirinches. A tribe of the 

Ucayali, preached to between 1683 and 1727. The name Chan- 

taquiru is derived from the two Quichua worcls Chunta (a palm) 
and quiru (tooth), from their habit of dyeing the teeth black with 
the root of the Chonta palm. They are marked on Fritz's map 
(1707) on the east side of the Ucayali. Velasco says they are 
descended from the Inca Indians. They wander from place to 

place in canoes, and are good boatmen and fishermen. They are 

employed by traclers to collect sarsaparilla, and to make oil from 
the fat of the manatee. They navigate nearly the whole length 
of the Ucayali, and trade with the Antis (which see) within a 

comparatively short distance of Cuzco. Their chief resort is 
Santa Rosa de los Pirros, at the junction of the rivers Tambo and 
Santa Ana. They wear a cotton frock of a black colour called 
cusma. The Pirros are the most intelligent, handsome, and 
brave of all the tribes of the Ucayali. Velasco ; Fritz's map ; 
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Smyth ; Castelnau ; MS. Voyage of Girbal, penes C. R. M. ; 
Raimondy, p. 116. 

Piums. A tribe of the river Isanna. Penna. 
Poch etys. A tribe on the river Tocantins, said to be cannibals. 

Martius. 
Pocoanas. See Carabuyanas. 
Pogisocas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Puchacas, A tribe on the Juina river, a tributary of the 

Tapajos. Martius. 
Puinaus or Mapiarus. A tribe in the centre of the northern 

part of the Pampa del Sacramento. They are not numerous, and 
are rarely seen by the Mission Indians. Sinyth, p. 235. 

Pumacaas. A tribe of the river Jurua. Penna. 
Punouys. A tribe on the south side of the Amazons, below 

the mouth ofthe Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 
Puntagicas. A branch ofthe Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Pupunha Tapuujas. See Uainumas. 
Purenumas. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Purl1 purus. A tribe of the river Purus, from sixteen to 

thirty days' voyage up. They are almost all afflicted with a 

peculiar disease. The body is spotted with white and brown 

patches of irregular size and shape. 
" Rio dos Purus" means 

"River of the spotted ones." Men and women go perfectly 
naked; and their huts are very small, and of the rudest construc- 
tion. Their canoes are flat-bottomed, with upright sides; mere 

square boxes, quite unlike those of any other Indians. They use 
neither the blow-pipe, nor bows and arrows, but have an instru? 
ment called palheta?a piece of wood, with a projection at the 
end, to secure the base of a dart, the middle of which is held with 
the handle of the palheta in the hand, and thus thrown as from a 

sling. They have surprising dexterity in the use of this weapon, 
and readily kill game ancl fish with it. They make earth en pans 
for cooking. In the wet season, when the beaches are flooded, 
they make rafts of the trunks of trees, bound together with 

creepers, and erect their huts upon them, thus living till the 
waters subside again. Their skin diseases perhaps arise from 
their habit of sleeping naked on the sands, without hammocks. 

Spix und Martius, iii, p. 1174 ; Castelnau ; Wallace, p. 514. 
Putumayos. A general name for the tribes of that river. 

Velasco. 
Quajajas. A tribe of the river Arinos, a tributary of the 

Tapajos. Martius. 
Quapacus. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Quariteres. A tribe between the river Jamary and the hills 

of Guapore. Martius. 
Quaruares. A tribe between the rivers Xingu and Tocantins. 

Martius. 
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Quatausis. See Catauxis. A tribe of the Purus. Acuna, 
p. 107. 

Queianas. A tribe of the Rio Negro. Wallace. 
Quererus. See Carabuyanas. 
Queuanacas. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Quibaanas. A tribe of the river Jurua. Penna. 
Qtjibiquibas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). 

Hervas. 
Qcjilivitas. Supposed to be extinct in Velasco's time. 

Velasco. 
Quimaus. A tribe on the south side of the Amazon, below 

the mouth ofthe Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 

^ > Branches ofthe Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Quimomecas j 
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Quinarupianas. See Carabuyanas. 
Quinhaos. A tribe ofthe river Uraricoera. Penna. 
Quirlvinas. A branch of the Andoas (which see). Velasco. 
Quitagicas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Rarigoarais. A branch of the great Tupi tribe. Hervas, 

i, p. 149. 
Remos. A tribe of the river Ucayali, considered by Velasco 

as a branch of the Campas. They are a numerous and courage- 
ous people, and occupy a large tract of inland country, seldom 

coming down to the river. They are very savage, and wage war 

against all foreigners. They are fair, their faces rounder than 
those of other tribes of the Ucayali, their eyes like Chinese, and 
their stature very short. Velasco ; Smyth ; Raimondy, p. 119. 

Rimachumas. A branch of the Maynas. Velasco. 
Roamaynas. A tribe of the river Pastaza, preached to be? 

tween 1638 and 1683. They are marked on Fritz's map (1707) 
between the rivers Pastaza and Tigre. Villavicencio places them 
between the Morona and Pastaza. Velasco; M. Rodriguez; 
Fritz's map ; Villavicencio. 

Rotoronnos. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
lloTUx\os. A branch of the Zaparos (which see). Villavi? 

cencio. 
Ruanab ab as. A branch of the Gamavos (which see). Velasco. 
Rucahees. A branch of the Abipones (which see). 
Rumos. A tribe ofthe river Napo. Acuna, p. 94. 
Sacopes. A race of cannibals. Martius. 
Satndarus. A tribe of the river Jurua. Penna. 
Saparas. A tribe ofthe river Mucajahis. Penna. 
Sarabecas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Sares. A tribe on the Rio Negro, now nearly extinct. 

Martius. 
Sapis. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
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Saras. A tribe of the river Madeira. Penna. 
Sarumas. A tribe between the rivers Jamary and Tapajos. 

Martius. 
Saucanes See Mauhes. 
Sedahis. A tribe of the river Uatuma. Penna. 
Sencis. A bold, warlike, and generous tribe of the Ucayali, 

inhabiting a hilly country north-east of Sarayacu. They are on 
friendly terms with the Indians of the Missions, though not con? 
verted themselves. Father Plaza was well received by them, 
and described them as the greatest warriors of the Ucayali. 
They have bows and arrows, lances, clubs, and kowas (a short 
spear pointed at one end, the other in the shape of a club, with 
stag's antlers fixed down the sides). They are agriculturists, and 
are very industrious. Those who are idle are killed, as useless 
members of society. They have knowledge of the properties of 
medicinal herbs, and apply them with skill and success. They 
wear ornaments on the ears, nose, neck, and arms. They use 
canoes, and live on fish during the dry season. Herndon says 
he saw no difference between the Sencis and the other tribes of 
the Ucayali, and he seems inclined to throw some doubt on the 
account of this tribe given by Smyth, from information supplied 
by Father Plaza. Mercurio Peruano, No. 381 ; Smyth, p. 225 ; 
Herndon, p. 209. 

Sehos. A tribe of the Napo. Acuna, p. 94. 
Sepaunabas. A branch ofthe Campas (which see). Velasco. 
Serecumas. A tribe of the river Uatuma. Penna. 
Setehos. A tribe of the Ucayali living north of the Cashibos 

(which see). Since 1651 the Franciscans occasionally visited 
them, but were generally murdered. Father Girbal, when he 
founded Sarayacm in 1792, induced some of them to settle there. 
They are now said to be quiet, tractable, and well disposed to? 
wards the Missions. They trade up and down the Ucayali in 
canoes. They wear a cotton robe of a copper colour called cusma. 
The Setebos speak the Pana language. MS. Voyage of Girbal, 
penes C. R M., Mercurio Peruano, No. 51; Herndon; Smyth; 
Raimondy, p. 119. 

Seuabohis. A tribe ofthe river Japura. Penna. 
Shimigais. See Simigaes. 
Shipibos or Sipivios or Supebos. A tribe of the Ucayali, 

coupled with the Setebos by Smyth and Herndon. The Franciscans 
have visited them from time to time since 1651. In 1736 they 
routed and almost destroyed the Setebos in a bloody battle. In 
1764 the Franciscans brought about a reconciliation between 
these two tribes. The Shipibos were collected into a village on 
the river Pisqui in 1764 by Father Fresneda, but in 1767 all the 
missionaries were massacred. After that fatal event Father 
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Girbal was the first who visited them, in 1790. They are re- 
ported to be wonderfully weather-wise. They have very rough 
skins, caused by mosquito bites. The Shipibos speak the Pana 
language. MS. Voyage of Girbal, penes C. R. M.; Mercurio 
Peruano, No. 51; Herndon; Smyth; Mem. de los Vireyes, 
vi, p. 139 ; Raimondy, p. 120. 

Shiripunas. A branch of the Zaparos (which see). Villa? 
vicencio, p. 171-3. 

Shumanas. A tribe on the river Tonantins. Bates, ii, p. 
241. 

Sibucas. A branch ofthe Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Siguiyas. A tribe ofthe Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Simarrones. A branch of the Maynas. Velasco. 
Simigaes or Gaes (which see). A group of tribes living on 

the banks of the Curaray and Tigre. They were preached to be? 
tween 1683 and 1727. The remnant of them is now gathered 
into the small village of Andoas, near the confluence of the 
Pastaza and Bobonaza. There are some wild people of their 
tribe. Velasco; Fritz'smap; Villavicencio; Spruce's Notes. 

Simieinches. See Pirros. 
Sinabus. A branch ofthe Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Sirineyris. See Chunchos. 
Sirionos. See Guarayos. 
Siroas. A tribe between the sources of the rivers Apapuris 

and Cayairy, western branches of the Uaupes. Martius. 
Siusys. A tribe of the river Isanna. Penna. 
Solimoens or Yurimauas. A tribe ofthe Amazons, formerly 

powerful, from which the Portuguese gave the name of the river. 
Suariranas. Same as Solimoens. Once a tribe of the rivers 

Teffe and Coari, and extending all along the main stream of the 
Amazons from Barra to Peru, but now extinct. In 1788 Ribeiro 

reported that the chief remains of this once numerous tribe 
were settled at the mouth of the Coari. Southey's Brazil, iii. 

Suariranas. A tribe of the Tapajos, named after a palm 
tree called Saouari. Martius. 

Suchichis. A tribe supposed to be already extinct in the 
time of Velasco. Velasco. 

Suchimanis. A branch of the Chunchos (which see). 
Sucumbios. A tribe to the eastward of Cuzco. Velasco. 
Tabalosos. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). M. Rod- 

riquez. 
Tabocas. A branch of the Juris (which see). Martius. 
Tabucas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Tacanhopes. A tribe of the Xingu river. Martius. 
Tacus. A tribe of the Rio Branco. Penna. 
Tacuhunos. A tribe between the rivers Tacuhunos and Tocan? 

tins. Martius. 
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Tacunas. See Ticunas. 
Tagarts. A tribe of the river Nhamunda. Penna. 
Taguacuas. A branch of the Manamabobos (which see). 

Velasco. 
Taguaus. A tribe dwelling on the river, up which the race 

of Amazons were said to live. Acuna, p. 122. 
Tamares. A tribe on the river Juina. Martius. 
Tamas. A tribe of the river Napo. A branch of the Aguari- 

cos (which see). Acuna, p. 94 ; Velasco. 
Tamoenos or Tamuanas. A tribe of the river Teffe, and at 

Ega. Soathey's Brazil, iii; Martius; Penna. 
Tannopicas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Taos. A branch ofthe Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Tapacoas. A tribe on the mountainous eastern side of the 

Tocantins. Martius. 
Tapacueas. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Tapajosos. A tribe of the river Tapajos. Acuna, p. 124 ; 

Martius. 
Tapanhonas. A hostile tribe near the head waters of the 

Tapajos. They reject all attempts at intercourse. Ghandless. 
Tapaxanas. A tribe of the Jurua and Jutay rivers. Martius. 
Tapicaris. A tribe of the river Mucajahi. Penna. 
Tapocoeas. A tribe on the Tapajos. Martius. 
Tappieapes. A tribe on the western side of the Araguay. 

Martius. 
Tapucueacas. A branch ofthe Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Tapueas. See Uaupes. 
Tapuyas. A tribe of the river Pacaxa (see Tupis). Acuna, 

p. 130. 
Taeianas. See Ua.upes. Also a branch of the Barres (which 

see). Spruce. 
Taeumas. A tribe of the Rio Negro, who peopled Barra. 

The first Portuguese establishment on the Rio Negro was formed 
of these Indians in 1669. Martius ; Spruce's notes ; Penna. 

Tasias. A branch of the Campas (which see). Velasco. 
Tasuias. See Mauhes. 
Tatus. See Uaupes and Mauhes. 
Taumocas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Tatjnies. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. Lozano, p. 75. 
Tayassu Tapuujas. A tribe at the sources of the Apupuris. 

Martius. 
Tenimbucas. See Uaupes. 
Tequetes. A branch of the Chunipies (which see). 
Teeaeus. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Terecumas. A tribe between the rivers Uatuma and Anavil- 

hana. Martius. 
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Tiaris. A tribe of the river Purus. Martius. 
Tiassus. See Uaupes. 
Tibois. A branch of the Moxos (which see). Hervas. 
Ticunas, Tacunas, or Jumanas. (See Jumanas). The 

Ticunas are a tribe of the Maranon, neighbours of the Omaguas, 
who were preached to between 1683 and 1727. They people 
Tabatinga, the frontier Brazilian post on the Maranon and San 
Paulo de Olivenca. They go naked, and have a tattooed oval 
round their mouths, which the men wear broader than the 
women, and a line from the corners of the mouth to the ears. 
They believe in a good and an evil spirit, named Nanuloa and 
Locazy. They fear the evil spirit, and believe of the good one 
that, after death, he appears to eat fruit with the departed, and 
to take them to his home. Their dead bodies are arranged, with 
the extremities placed together, and the face towards the rising 
sun, with broken weapons ancl fruit placed on the bosom. They 
are then buried in great earthen jars, and the ceremony is con? 
cluded by a drinking festival. 

Wives are obtained by presents to the parents, and it is said 
that the chief has the "jus primse noctis/' As soon as a child 
can sit up, it is sprinkled with a decoction from certain leaves, 
and receives the name of one of its forefathers. 

Next to the Passes and Juris, the Ticunas are the best formed 
Indians of this region. They are not so well built as the former, 
though slighter than most of the tribes. Their faces are round, 
nose thin and sharp, and expression generally good-humoured 
and gentle. Their disposition is open and honest. They are 
darker than most of the Indians of the Maranon, and beardless. 
They adorn their necks with strings of tigers' and monkeys' teeth, 
and their arms with feathers. They are occupied in the prepara? 
tion of poison. Acuna, p. 96 ; Velasco ; Von Spix, iii, p. 1182 ; 
Martius, iii, p. 1206; Castelnau; Herndon,^. 234; Bates, ii, 
p. 395 ; Raimondy, p. 115. 

Tuucos. See Uaupes. 
Timinabas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Tinganeses. A tribe of the Huallaga, preached to by Father 

Luganclo in 1631. Possibly identical with the Cholones (which 
see). Velasco ; Mercurio Peruano. 

Tipunas. A tribe of the river Jutay. Acuna, p. 99. 
Tiputinis. A branch of the Jeveros (which see), according to 

Velasco, but Villavicencio places them under the Zaparos (which 
see). They were visited by missionaries between 1727 and 1768. 
Velasco; Villavicencio. 

Tivilos. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). M. Rodriguez. 
Tobas. A savage tribe of the Gran Chacu, on the banks of 

the rivers Pilcomayu and Bermejo, Lozano, p. 51 ; Dobrizhoffer ; 
Gibbon, p. 164. 
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Tocanhopes. A tribe near the river Xingu, in the country 
between the Pacojaz and Guanapu. Martius. 

Tocantijstos. A tribe at the mouth of the Tocantins. Martius. 
Tonocotes. A tribe ofthe Gran Chacu. Lozano, p. 51. 
Toquedas. A tribe of the river Jutay. Martius ; Penna. 
Toquisteneses. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. Lozano, p. 51. 
Toeas or Toeazes. A tribe formerly on the lower Madeira, 

but not now heard of in that region. Martius. 
Toeomonas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Teacuas. A wandering tribe on the Solimoens. Martius. 
Teemajoeis. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Tubacicas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Tucales. A tribe between the rivers Tigre and Pastaza. Vil? 

lavicencio's map, 
Tucanos. See Uaupes and Juris. 
Tucujus. A tribe on the river Tuere. Martius. 
Tucunas. See Ticunas. 
Tucundeeas. See Uaupe's. 
Tucueiys. A tribe living on the south side of the river Ama? 

zons. Acuna, p. 100. 
Tucurujus. A tribe ofthe river Uraricoeras. Penna. 
Tuinamaynas. See Carabuyanas. 
Tultjmaytjs. A tribe on the river of the same name, a tri? 

butary of the upper Huallaga. They were first visited by Father 
Lugando in 1631. Mercurio Peruano. 

Tumaraees. A tribe between the rivers Jamary and San 
Simao. Martius. 

Tumbiras. A tribe of the rivers 19a and Japura. Penna. 
TraACHOS. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Tupajaros. A branch of the Tupis 011 the river Para. Martius. 
Tupigocis. A branch of the Tupinambas (which see). Her? 

vas, i, p. 149. 
Tupinambas. A powerful and numerous Brazilian tribe in 

former days, a branch of the great Tupi stock. They fled before 
the Spanish conquerors. In the time of Acuna some of them 
were settled on a great island at the mouth of the Madeira. 
Also on the lower Amazons, and river Para. Many interesting 
particulars respecting their history and customs will be found in 
Southey's Brazil. Acuna, p. 119 ; Southey's Brazil. 

Tupis A very extensive Brazilian tribe. The word Tupi 
means " 

Comrade;" they called all other people Tapuyas or 
" 
foreigners." The original site of the Tupi nation, in Spruce's 

opinion, was 011 the river Amazon, and from its mouth they 
spread far southward along the Brazilian coast. When pressed by 
the Portuguese they seem to have fallen back up the Amazon 
valley to the very roots of the Andes. Thus the language of the 
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Omaguas, Cocomas, and other Peruvian tribes proves them to 
be descended from the great Tupi stock. Martius gives the Tupi 
nation a very wide range, from the Atlantic to the roots of the 
Andes, and from Paraguay to the river Amazon. The " 

Lingoa 
Geral" or language which is the general medium of communica? 
tion between the Portuguese and Indians of the Amazon, is a 
corruption of the Tupi language. In the Tupi language there 
are terms (often very complicated) to express exact degrees of re? 
lation ship, through at least three generations. All the grand- 
children of the same grandfather consider themselves brothers 
and sisters. 

The descendants of the Tupi stock on the shores of the lower 
Amazon, and at Para, have long been civilised, and the Brazilians 
corruptly call them Tapuyas. They are stout, short, and well- 
made. They learn all trades quickly and well; and are a quiet, 
good-natured, and inoffensive people. They form the crews of 
the Para trading canoes. Martius ; Wallace, p. 478 ; Spruce's 
Notes. 

Tupitimis. A branch of the Zaparos (which see). Villa? 
vicencio. 

Tururis. A tribe of the Rio Negro and Madeira. Martius ; 
Penna. 

Tuyuneris. See Chunchos. 
Uabixanas. A small tribe on the Rio Branco. Martius. 
Uacarauhas. A tribe of the river Jutay. Martius ; Penna. 
Uaenambeus, or " Humming-bird Indians". A tribe on the 

lower part of the Japura. They much resemble the Curetus 

(which see), but are distinguished from other tribes by a small 
blue mark on the upper lip. The women always wear a small 
bark apron. Their language shows them to be of the same family 
as the Barres (which see). Wallace, p. 510 ; Spruce's notes. 

Uainumas. A tribe of the rivers Iga and Cauinari. They in- 

termarry very much among relations, and Martius thinks this is 
the cause of degeneracy. Martius mentions six branches of this 
tribe, namely, the 

Miriti Tapuujas Moira Tapuujas 
Pupunha Tapuujas Jauarete Tapuujas 
Assai Tapuujas Jacami Tapuujas 

Martius; Bales. 

Uaiapanas. A tribe ? Martius. 
Uaiurus. A tribe ofthe Rio Branco. Penna. 
Uamanis. A tribe of the river Coari, and on the upper Ma- 

mia. Probably extinct. Ribeiro ; Martius ; Penna. 
Uananas. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Uanibas. A tribe formerly on the river Aniba, now extinct. 

Martius. 
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Uapixanas. A tribe of the Rio Branco. Penna. 
Uaeanacoacenas. A tribe formerly settled at Caroveiro. 

Martius. 
UaeapaS. A tribe on the Tapajos. Martius. 
Uaeapieangas. Red men ? Martius. 
Uaraycus. A tribe of the rivers Jutay and Jurua, and also 

on the Amazon. To try the fortitude of their maidens they hang 
them in a net to the roof of a hut, exposed to continual smoke, 
where they fast as long as they can possibly bear it, and the 
youths are flogged for the same purpose. A youth must hunt and 
work for his bride, to whom he is engaged from a child, long be? 
fore he can marry her. They burn their dead and bury the ashes 
in their huts. See Guaraicus. Spix und Martius, iii, p. 1187-90. 

Uaupes. An extensive group of tribes inhabiting the shores 
of the river Uaupes, a tributary of the Rio Negro. Two of them, 
the Piras and Carapanas are mentioned by Acuna (p. 105). 
The other branches of the Uaupes Indians are as follows :? 

Queianas 
Tarianas 
Ananas (pineapples) 
Oobeus (cannibals) 
Piraiurus(fish'srnouth) 
Pisas (net) 
Tapuras (tapir) 
Uaracus (fish) 
Cohidias 
Tucunderas (ant) 

Jacamis (trumpeter) 
Miritis (palm) 
Urnauas 
Mucuras (opossum) 
Macunas 
Taiassus (pig) 
Tijucos (mud) 
Arapassos (woodpecker) 
Tucanos (toucan) 

Uacarras (heron) 
Desannas 
Ipecas (duck) 
Gis (axe) 
Coua (wasp) 
Corocoro (green ibis) 
Banhunas 
Tatus (armadillos) 
Tenimbueas (ashes) 

They are tall, stout, and well-formed. Hair jet black and 
straight, worn in a long tail clown the back, often to the thighs; 
very little beard; skin a light glossy brown. They are an agricul? 
tural people, cultivating mandioc, sugar-cane, yams, maize, tobacco, 
and camotes. Their weapons are bows and arrows, lances, clubs, 
and blow-pipes. They are great fishermen. Many families live 
together in one house, a parallelogram 115 feet - long by 75, 
and 35 feet high. The roof is supportecl on fine cylindrical 
columns, formed of the trunks of trees, smooth and straight. At 
the gable end is a large doorway 8 feet high, with a palm mat 
to serve as a door. The furniture consists of net hammocks, 
earthen pots, pitchers, and baskets. Their canoes are all made of 
a single hollowed tree, often 40 feet long, paddles about 3 feet 
long, with an oval blade. The men wear a cloth round the loins, 
but the women go quite naked. The men use many ornaments, 
and a circlet of feathers round the head. A cylindrical white 
quartz stone is invariably carried on the breast, as a charm, sus? 
pended by a chain of black seeds. The deacl are buried inside the 
houses. Every house has its Tushaud or Chief, the office being 
hereditary. They have sorcerers called Payes, but do not believe 
in a God. 
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Some of the Uaupes tribes never intermarry among themselves, 
but obtain wives from other kindred tribes : and these inter- 
marrying tribes always live at peace with each other. This is 
the case with the Tarianas and Tucanos, but not with the Cobeus 
and Umauas, The intermarrying Uaupes tribes are perhaps 
more industrious and agricultural than any other Amazonian 

people. 
The Uaupes derive their name from a little bird with a very 

glistening forehead called Uaupe or Aupd, which makes its nest 
and gets its living among aquatic plants. These Indians, when 

sweating freely, rub their faces with certain leaves which rernove 
all impurities from the skin, and leave it smooth and shining. 
Hence the name Uaupes or " Shining faces." The modern names 
of the Uaupe tribes have chiefly been given them by their Portu? 

guese and Tupi neighbours, from peculiarities in their persons and 
customs. Wallace, pp. 480-506 ; Spruce's Notes. 

Uayupes. A tribe of the river Coari. Ribeiro. 
Ubahias. (Uba uvas, " Men of the forest.") Near the Saru- 

mas (which see). Martius. 
Ubi TapuuJAS. See Juris. 
Ucayales. A branch of the Omaguas (which see). M. Rodri? 

guez. 
Uchucas. A tribe between the rivers Tigre and Pastaza. 

Villavicencio's map. 
Uebytus. See Juris. 
Ueeequenas. A tribe on the river Isanna, a tributary of the 

Rio Negro. They are stated by Ribeiro (1775) to have Jewish 

names, such as Jacob, David, Joab, etc. They are cannibals, 
and use the quipus for keeping their accounts. Credat Judceus ; 
Southey's Brazil, iii, p. 723. 

Ugaeannos. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Ugiaeas. A tribe of the Maranon, below the mouth of the 

Huallaga. M. Rodriguez. 
Ujaguas. A tribe of the river 19a, and settled in villages on 

the 19a and Rio Negro. Martius. 
Umauas. See Omaguas. A tribe of the river Japura, on the 

other side of the falls of Arara-coara, who are said to be cannibals. 

Martius, iii, p. 1243. 
Ungumanas. A branch of the Maynas. Velasco. 
Unibuesas. A tribe of the Ucayali, visited by Father Lucero 

in 1681, and also by other Missionaries between 1683 and 1727. 
Velasco. 

UnONOS. A branch of the Ugiaras (which see). Velasco. 
Upanas. A tribe on the east side of the river Morona. Vil? 

lavicencio's map. 
Upataninabas. A branch of the Pirros (which see). Velasco. 
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Uraricus. A tribe of the river Aucruhi. Penna. 
Urarinas. A tribe of the Pastaza, preached to between 1727 

and 1768. Velasco. 
Urayaris. See Carabuyanas. 
Urinas. Constantly at war with the Omaguas; Edwards, 

p. 77. 
Urizsammas. See Jumanas. 
Urubatingas. A tribe on the south side of the Amazon, 

below the mouth ofthe Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 
Urubus, or "Vulture Indians/' A tribe of the river Jutay. 

Martius ; Penna. 
Urupas. A tribe of the Rio Negro, now extinct. Martius. 
Uspas. A tribe supposed to be extinct in Velasco's time. 

Velasco. 
Uu Tapuujas. See Mauhes. 
Uyapas. A tribe of wild Indians, north of the Mambares 

(which see). Martius. 
Varauamas. See Jumanas. 
Velelas. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. See Chunipies. 
Xacuruhinas. A tribe on the river of the same name. Mar? 

tius; Lozano, p. 85. 
Xamas.. A tribe of the rivers Teffe and Japura. Ribeiro ; 

Penna. 
Xaperus. A tribe of the river Mucajahi. Penna. 
Ximanas. A tribe between the rivers Putumayu and Japura ; 

who kill their first-born children. They are esteemed for willing 
industry. They burn the bones of their dead, and mingle the 
ashes in their drink. Southefs Brazil, iii, p. 722; Wallace, p. 511. 

Ximboas or Ximbiuas. A tribe on the western side of the 
river Araguay. Martius. 

Xubaras. See Mauhes. 
Xuberesas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Yabahanas. A branch of the Barrts (which see). Between 

the rivers Inabu. and Maravia, northern tributaries of the Rio 

Negro. Martius ; Spruce's Notes. 
Yacariguaras. A tribe of the river Putumayu. Acuna, 

p. 99. 
Yacucaraes. A tribe ofthe Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 110. 
Yaguanais. A tribe ofthe Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Yaguas. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 1683 

and 1727. 
In 1852 they had a village below Omaguas. They form part 

of the population of Loreto, Pebas, and other villages on the 
Amazon. Velasco; Herndon, p. 226; Raimondy, p. 114. 

Yameos. A tribe of the Maranon, preached to between 1683 
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and 1727. Marked on Fritz's map between the rivers Tigre and 
Napo. Fritz's map; Velasco; Pennu. 

Yamoruas. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Yanmas. A tribe of the Rio Negro. Acuna, p. 110. 
Yapuas. A branch of the Encabellados (which see). Ve? 

lasco. 
Yaeapos. A branch of the Yameos (which see). Velasco. 
Yaeibaeus. See Carabuyanas. 
Yaeucaguacas. See Carabuyanas. 
Yasheos. A branch of the Encabellados (which see). Ve? 

lasco. 
Yasunies. A branch of the Zaparos, between the rivers 

Curaray and Napo. Villavicencio. 
Yauanas. A tribe of the river Japura. Penna. 
Yauaras. A tribe of the river Madeira. Penna. 
Yavaims. A tribe on the river Tapajoz. Martius. 
Yequeyos. A branch of the Putumayus (which see). Ve? 

lasco. 
Yetes. A branch of the Putumayus (which see). Velasco. 
Yguaranis. A tribe of the Araganatuba. Acuna, p. 105. 
Yieitucas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Ymieayaees or Ibieajaees (" Wood men"). Only one tribe 

known by this name, a branch of the Tupis. Martius. 
Ynueis. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Yquitos. See Lquitos. 
Yucunas. A tribe living some distance up the river Japura. 

The chief lives in a conical pyramid. Their shields are covered 
with tapir skins. They have poisoned spears. They cultivate 
mandioc, which they use in the form of tapioca. Southeys Brazil, 
iii, p. 721 ; Martius; Penna. 

Yucunampas. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. See Chunipies ; 
Lozano, p. 85. 

Yumaguaeis. A tribe of Indians near the river Amazon, who 
are employed in washing for gold. Acuna, p. 103. 

Yupiuas or Yupuas. A tribe of the river Teffe. Ribeiro; 
Martius. 

Yueacaees or Yueacaeecas. A branch of the Chiquitos 
(which see). A tribe in the Bolivian department of Beni, along 
the base of the Andes, in a province of which Chimore is the 
capital. They are not numerous. Hervas ; Gibbon, p. 202. 

Yueimaguas. A branch of the Omaguas (which see), preached 
to between 1683 and 1727. The village of Yurimaguas is situated 
on the Huallaga, above Laguna, and has about 250 inhabitants. 
Velasco ; Herndon, p. 171; Raimondy, p. 113. 

Yueimauas. See Solimoens. 
Yueis. See Juris. 
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Yurunas. A tribe ofthe Putumayu. Acuna, p. 99. 
Yurusunes. A tribe of the Napo, living to the south of the 

Encabellados (which see). Acuna, p. 94 ; Velasco. 
Yxisteneses. A tribe ofthe Gran Chacu. Lozano, p. 51. 
Zahenos. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Zamanucas. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Zaminauas. A branch of the Conibos (which see), near the 

sources of the Jurua. Bates, ii, p. 379. 
Zamoras. A branch of the Jeveros (which see). Villavi? 

cencio. 
Zamucos. A branch of the Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Zapas. A branch of the Simigaes (which see). Velasco. 
Zaparos. A tribe of the river Napo : according to Velasco a 

branch of the Simigaes del Curaray, but Villavicencio considers 
them to be an important parent tribe. 

They are less numerous than the Jeveros, and wander between 
the rivers Pastaza and Napo. Villavicencio divides them into 
ten branches, all speaking the same language, which is copious, 
simple in grammatical construction, somewhat nasal, and guttural. 
This family of tribes is more pacific than that of the Jeveros, but 
more dexterous in hurling the lance. The Zaparos are docile, 
hospitable, obliging, and ready to mix with Europeans. They are 
indolent, live by the chase, and are clothed in the bark of a tree 
called llanchama, beaten out. They cultivate a few maize, 
yuca, and banana plantations. They live in small collections of 
huts, and sleep in hammocks. Their physiognomy resembles 
that of the Chinese. They are of short stature, but robust, with 
round faces, small angular eyes, broad noses, thick lips, and little 
beard. Those who live by fishing on the banks of the rivers are 
of a copper colour ; but those who live in the shade of the forests 
have whiter skins. The women have agreeable expressive coun- 
tenances, black animated beautiful eyes, humane and sensitive 
hearts, generous and hospitable dispositions. Polygamy is gene? 
ral. The Zaparos believe that the souls of good ancl valorous 
men enter beautiful birds, and feed on delicious fruits; while 
cowardly souls become dirty reptiles. They also believe in a 

good and evil spirit. 
In war they use a spear made of the Chonta palm, a blow-pipe, 

and poisoned arrows, which they carry in bamboo tubes, slung 
across their shoulders. Acuna, p. 94; Velasco; Villavicencio, 
pp. 171 and 370 ; Dr. Jameson's Journey, 1857. 

Zapitalaguas. A tribe of the Gran Chacu. Lozano, p. 51. 
Zemuquicas. A branch ofthe Chiquitos (which see). Hervas. 
Zeoqueyas. A branch ofthe Papaguas (which see) Velasco. 
Zepas. A branch of the Camavos (which see). Velasco. 

02 
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Zepucayas. A tribe living on the Amazon, below the mouth 
ofthe Madeira. Acuna, p. 117. 

Zeunas. Supposed to have been extinct in Velasco's time. 
Velasco. 

Zias or Ziyus. A tribe of the river Putumayu. Acuna, p. 99. 
Zibitos. See Jibitos. 
Zucoyas. Same as Zeoqueyas. 
Zueikas. A tribe on the river Amazon, below the mouth of 

the Purus. They were very expert in making comfortable seats, 
and in carving images. Acuna, p. 107. 

XV.?On the Varieties of Man in the Malay Archipelago. 
By Alfeed Russel Wallace. 

(Read January 26th, 1864.) 
Steetching out from the south-eastern parts of Asia, and extend? 
ing over two-thirds of the great Pacific Ocean, is a region of in- 
numerable islands, the inhabitants of which, though notoriously 
differing widely among themselves, have been considered by almost 
all ethnologists to form one of the strongly-marked varieties into 
which the human race can be divided. 

The term Oceania has been aptly applied to tnis portion of the 
globe, and its native tribes have been collectively classed as the 
Malayan or Malayo-Polynesian Races. 

In the present paper I propose to give some account, from 
personal observation, of the inhabitants of the chief islands of the 
Malay Archipelago, and by a comparison with the published de- 
scriptions of the inhabitants of the surrounding countries, to 
endeavour to arrive at some definite conclusion as to their mutual 
relations or their common origin 

Before entering upon the description of these races of man, I 
must say a few words about the country they inhabit, and point 
out some of the most interesting and important peculiarities in 
its forms of animal and vegetable life. 

This Malayan region is indeed remarkable in many respects. 
It is the largest Archipelago in the world. It contains the two 
largest islands in the world, one of which, Borneo, could embrace 
within its limits the whole of the British Isles from the Land's 
End to the Orkneys, and surround them on every side with a 
green ocean of tropical forest. It contains, in the great volcanic 
belt that runs through its whole extent, a vast number of active 
volcanoes, and is unequalled for the frequency of its eruptions and 
earthquakes; while one island, Java, may claim to be superlative 
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